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FOREWORD AND PREFACE

The past two decades have been marked by considerable school district
reorganization in the four Project states. As a result, almost all of the
small rural schools in Colorado, Utah, Washington, and Wyoming meet the
criteria for economically feasible necessarily existent small schools.
However, the problem of educating youngsters in remote or sparsely populated
areas remains. Faced with the fact that school district reorganization of
itself cannot solve this small rural school problem, the states involved turn
to comprehensive school improvement efforts. Methods of linking these small
rural schools with their state agency's resources were seen as a way of
solving the problem.

Most small rural schools lag behind other schools in adopting proven new
school practices. This lag in adopting improved practices has widened more in
small rural schools because these schools lack procedures for sensing needs,
translating research results into practice, mobilizing resources, and for
locally adopting improved practices. No where in our educational system is
this gap between what we do and what we know so pronounced and so critical as
it is in small rural schools. The goal of Project SPREAD is to assist edu-
cators and decision makers in rural settings to develop the best possible
educational experiences for preparing students to meet the demands of our
changing society. Project SPREAD was envisioned as a special purpose one-time
four-state organization for studying methods and procedures to spread improved
school practices into small rural schools. It stresses cooperative efforts of
these schools, the state educational agencies, and other educational agencies.
Most state educational agencies attempt to accomplish diffusion (spread of
practice) on a fragmented basis within each of their own sub-units. Project

SPREAD proposed to form a diffusion unit in each of the participating state
agencies which would, working cooperatively, develop models and strategies for
accomplishing diffusion.

The end purpose of Project SPREAD is not to develop specific innovations,
improved school practices, or experimental programs, although, it will do all
of these, its purpose is to develop a way of life for educators ... a planful,
rational approach to meeting the needs of a changing world so that students in
small rural schools may receive the best possible educational experiences. In

addition, state educational agencies would also benefit by learning more about
how to cooperate in providing better services that directly affect youngsters
in these schools, thus, moving the state educational agency away from exporting
categorical programs and toward coopc,rative efforts which more directly affect
youth.

The Project Director wishes to express his appreciation to the members of
the Policy Board for their leadership, guidance, and direction during the past
two years. Members of the Policy Board are: Commissioner Byron W. Hansford,
Chairman, Colorado; State Superintendent Walter D. Talbot, Utah; State
Superintendent Louis Bruno, Washington; and, former State Superintendent Harry
Roberts, Wyoming.



The assistance of the Project's consultants, Bruce Monroe, InstrAtional

Systems Group, Los Angeles, California and Garth Sorenson, Professor, University

of California at Los Angeles, was of great value. The support and advice of

the State Representatives was also valuable. The State Representatives are:

Rowan C. Stutz, Russell G. Merrell, and Kenneth Lindsay, Utah; Harold Smith

and Alan Metcalf, Washington; Roger Hanson and Mel Gillespie, Wyoming.

The Project Director wishes to express his appreciation to the members

of the Advisory Committee for their counsel. Members are: Russell B.

Vlaanderen, Chairman, Education,A1 Commission of the States, Denver, Colorado;

R. C. Mercure, Group Vice President, Ball Corporation, Boulder, Colorado;

Ray Kimball, Executive Secretary, Colorado Association of Commerce and Industry,

Denver, Colorado; Arthur Branscombe, Editorial Staff, The Denver Post, Denver,

Colorado; Lorne Woollatt, Associate Commissioner, Research and Evaluation,

New York State Education Department, Albany, New York; Lynne Svenning, Consultant,

Sausalito, California.

Special appreciation is extended to the following staff members of the

Colorado Department of Education for their contributions to the work of this

Project. They are: Dorothy Branting, Secretary; Richard D. Taylor, Field

Representative; K. Douglas Bassett, Communications Unit Director; and, E. Dean

Coon, Assistant Commissioner.

Edwin P. Hildebrand
Project Director
June 30, 1971



AUTHOR'S ABSTRACT

The purpose of Project SPREAD is to aid students attending small rural
schools by improving local educational programs. State educational agencies
will also benefit by learning more about how to participate in cooperative
efforts, providing resources, referral, and technical services needed to
assist local adoption of improved practices. In the simplest terms, the
Project calls for the development of a "diffusion entity" in the state de-
partments of Colorado, Utah, and Washington which will, in the main, be
comprised of existing personnel and funding.

The Project has developed a working Model and Guidebook to assist all
who participate in cooperative efforts by guiding their efforts in building
and maintaining linkages, diffusion procedures, and school improvement
efforts.

This Project builds upon principles learned in a series of small school
improvement projects. Project SPREAD has invested two years in the planning,
research, and development of this prototype diffusion Model. This Model,

with its procedures, guidelines, and training materials, needs to be tested
in an increasingly larger geographic area, in increasingly more "resistant"
sites, and with increasingly more complex improved school practices. As a

result of these tests, formative evaluation will gradually improve all of
the above, until workable procedures exist.
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CHAPTER ONE

I. INTRODUCTION

The format to be followed in this report is mandated by the Revised Scope
of Work Unit Statements IV, Reporting the Project, Item C, and is quoted, as
follows:

"The Project Director will provide quarterly progress
reports on accomplishments, problems encountered, posed
solutions, and work to be accomplished over the ensuing
quarter, and a final report that describes and documents
the key phases of the program, key decisions that were
made, inputs, activities and products, and outputs for
each phase, and estimated resource requirements for
spreading the program to the other participating state
departments of education."

Therefore, this report begins by stating the problem. The procedures
used to carry out this research are described in Chapter Two and are entitled,
"Key Phases of the Program." These key phases are described under the following
categories: key decisions, inputs, activities and products, and outputs for
each of the key phases.

Chapter Three will describe the Project products and includes the estimates
of the resources required for spreading the program to other participating state
departments of education.

Chapter Four provides information, about. the results, conclusions, and recom-
mendations of the Project.

II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

On April 30, 1969, the Colorado Department of Education transmitted to the
U. S. Office of Education, Bureau of Educational Research, a proposal to ac-
tivate Project SPREAD (State Programs Revitalizing Education and Diffusion) in
the four state departments of education of Colorado, Utah, Wyoming, and Washington.
The four states would establish a diffusion unit in their state department of
education, and develop and test a model for diffusion by demonstrating it in
the small rural schools of these states.

These four states, located in the Western part of the United States, have
had up to ten years experience in various multi-state school improvement projects,
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and, particularly, those that have dealt with educational problems in rural areas.
To date, they have found few successful diffusion models. There are several
reasons why there is a lack of such models appropriate to rural areas. First,
rurality has the effect of isolating or removing from the mainstream of educational
information and diffusion schools found in rural areas. Second, rural schools
often lack quality. The President's National Advisory Commission on Rural Poverty
reported that "rural adults and youth are the product of an educational system
that has histeically shortchanged rural people. The extent to which rural people
have been denied equality of educational opportunity is evident from both the
product of the educational system and the resources that have gone into that
system." So, small rural schools do not learn about new practices nor do they
have the resources with which to bring about a massive diffusion and improvement
efforts. In short, then, the problem is that rural small schools lack the benefit
of a development and diffusion improvement effort which could be supplied by
their state departments of education were these state agencies equipped to do so.
Project SPREAD proposed to establish in the four state departments of education
the capability to diffuse improved practices by creating diffusion units in each
of the states. Based on their past experience, the states would develop a model
and strategies of diffusion and test these models and strategies in their small
rural schools.

The state departments of education would demonstrate the workability of
this model and continue to improve the strategies until they predictably worked.
Involved in accomplishing this task is the need to increase the expertise of
the Project staff, the staffs of the state departments of education, and the
local pilot demonstration school staffs in developing good diffusion procedures.
It also requires the institutionalization in each of the state departments the
function and process of diffusion in order that promising practices may be
spread rapidly into all schools of the several states. This proposal was not
funded due to the lack of available funds. However, it was determined that a 15
month planning grant would be funded. This $113,990 15-month planning grant was
later extended nine more months. The planning grant was made only to the
Colorado Department of Education to test diffusion strategies in the Colorado
Department of Education, thus, eliminating the other three states from action
participation in the Project and delegating them to a role of observing what
Colorado did in the planning grant period. The problems created by this decision
soon became evident.

Thus, the proposal to establish Project SPREAD as a four-state effort and
to establish diffusion units in the four state departments of education, became
instead a one-state effort (with the other three states observing and re-
acting) to plan and test diffusion strategies in Colorado. Later, in another
grant, a diffusion unit would be activated in all states based on the test of
Colorado's preliminary activities during the planning grant (these activities
are described in the Scope of Work Unit Statements to be found in Appendix A of
this report).

-2-



CHAPTER TWO

1. PROCEDURES

The procedures to he followed in the work plan can be found in Appendix A,
Scope of Work Unit Statement Revised. Basically, they entailed creating an
organization in the Colorado Department of Education, analyzing the past dif-
fusion efforts of the Colorado Department, studying the structural changes
needed :in the Department to form a diffusion unit, developing a formative
evaluation plan, developing a model for the diffusion organization, and writing
a first version of a guidebOok for improving small rural schJols.

11. KEY PHASES OF THE PROGRAM

A. Creating the Organization

1. The Chief State School Officers involved in Project
SPREAD formed a Policy Board.

2. The Policy Board agreed to establish an Advisory
Committee.

3. The Policy Board agreed to hire the staff required.
4. The Policy Board elected officers, making Byron W.

Hansford, Colorado Commissioner, the chairman.
5. The Policy Board adopted By-Laws for the organization.
6. The Policy Board ratified the hiring of Edwin P..

Hildebrand as Project Director, and Richard Taylor as
Field Director. They also approved the hiring of two
secretaries.

7. The Policy Board appointed State Representatives from
each of the other three participating states.

8. The Project Director held staff orientation meetings.
9. The Policy Board suggested nominees for consultants

to assist in developing the evaluation mechanism.
10. Colorado reported it was developing a Dissemination

and Diffusion Task Force as one of seven major Task
Forces within Colorado to study the emerging
problems facing public education within this state.

The main problem encountered was the decision made prior to the start of
the Project that resulted in funding only a planning grant and not funding it
in the amount required to include the salaries of at least one person in each



of the other three states. The result was a lack of involvement and commit-
ment by the observer states in the activities of the Project.

NOTE: A complete description of the above please and the key decisions, in-
cluding the inputs, activities and products, and outputs, can be found in the
Quarterly Progress Report, June 25, 1969 to September 30, 1069.

B. Dovelopina the Organization and Planning the Project

1. The Policy Board recommended that each state adopt

a Resolution of Commitment to Project SPREAD.
2. The Policy Board approved the function and roles

of the Advisory Committee, and directed that the
nominees be suggested to the Policy Board for
selection.

3. The Policy Board approved the appointment of Dr.
Garth Sorenson, of U.C.L.A., as consultant to assist
in the development of the evaluation mechanism.

4. The Policy Board approved the selection of INSGROUP,
Dr. Bruce Monroe, Manager, to conduct the "Analysis
of the Diffusion Practices in the Colorado
Department of Education."

5. The Policy Board heard a report on the work of the
Colorado Dissemination and Diffusion Task Force.

6. The Policy Board held a meeting on November 15-16,
1969 in Phoenix, Arizona,

7. The Policy Board reviewed a report of the staff
meeting held on October 28-29, 1969 in Salt Lake
City, Utah.

8. The Policy Board heard a report on the activities
involved in gathering information for the INSGROUP
Analysis.

9. The Policy Board heard a report on the work of
planning the Project, specifically in the following
activities:

a. Identifying the problem
b. Defining the problem
c. Analyzing the problem
d. Developing the Project Objectives
e. Developing the diffusion models and procedures

The main problem encountered during this phase centered around the confusion
between the Scope of Work Unit Statements, which had been developed by the U. S.
Office of Education staff, and the Objectives of the Project, as approved by the

Policy Board.

NOTE: A complete description of the above phase and key decisions, including the
inputs, activities and products, and outputs, can be found in the Quarterly
Progress Report, October 1, 1969 to December 31, 1969.



C. Continno the Planning of the Project, Begnning the Analysis of
Diffuson Practice5, Conducilng the Study of 01-ganizational and
Structural. Mangos NeedE,d to Form a Diffmion Unit, and ..-roadening
of the Involvement of the Project wIth Ot:lor Similar Activities

1. The Project staff completed the collection of the in-
formation needed by INSGROUP to accomplish the
"Analysis of Diffusion Practices in the Colorado
Department of Education."

2. The Project Director .arranged for State Representatives
to meet with the Colorado Dissemination and Diffusion
Task Force and observe their activities.

3. The Project Director made recommendations to the
Colorado Department of Education Administrative Council
on the organizational and structural arrangements
needed to activate the diffusion function in the re-
organized Colorado Department of Education.

4. The Project staff continued the work of planning the
Project by further refining the identification of the
problem, the definition of the problem, the analysis
of the problem, development of the Project objectives,
and the development of diffusion models and procedures.

5. The Project Director continued working with Dr. Garth
Sorenson in developing the formative evaluation
mechanism for the Project.

6. The Project Dirootor completed arrangements to include
the four states involved in Project SPREAD in a
Six-State Retrieval Center Project sponsored by the
Northern Colorado Board of Cooperative Services.

7. The Project Director completed arrangements for the
Colorado Department of Education and the University of
Denver to submit a proposal to conduct Institutes on
"Implementing Innovation Through External Change Agents,"
to the U. S. Office of Education.

8. Thu Project staff held a State Representative meeting
January 14, 1970 in Denver.

9. The Project Director met with the U. S. Office of
Education Review Panel on Project SPREAD in Washington,
D. C., on February 11, 1970.

10. The Project Director held a State Representative Staff
meeting on February 20, 1970.

11. The Project Director held a State Representative mooting
on March 23, 1970.

The problem encountered during this phase was the decision to reorganize
the Colorado Department of Education prior to the completion of Project SPREAD's
"Analysis of Diffusion Practices." The timing of this decision made it difficult
because INSGROUP's study was not finalized yet, and this made it difficult to
make recommendations about the organizational and structural arrangements needed
to activate a diffusion function in Colorado.

NOTE: A complete description of the above phase and the key decisions, including
the inputs, activities and products, and outputs, can be found in the Quarterly
Progress Report, January 1, 1970 to March 31, 1970.

11
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D. Preparing for and Accomplishing the Onsite Revew and Continuing
the Work of the Previous Phases

J. The Project Director prepared documents describing
the Project's progress to date for the U. S. Office
of. Education Onsite Review Team visit which was held
in Denver on May 13-14, 1970.

2. The Project staff spent considerable time discussing
the taped oral comments made at the feedback session
by the Onsite Review Committee.

3. The Project staff developed comments to reply to the
Onsite Review Committee's oral report.

4. Several members of the Advisory Committee, who had
been selected earlier, found they had to resign and
were replaced by appropriate candidates.

5. INSGRCUP's Technical Report,"The Diffusion Practices
of the Colorado Department of Education," was com-
pleted and compared with the "Final Report" of the
Colorado Dissemination and Diffusion Task Force. An

analysis showed there was general agreement between
both reports.

6. The Project Director developed a one-page Statement
of the Problem, a one-page list of Assumptions, and
a five-page Brief Explanation of Project SPREAD, as
a result of the recommendation of the Onsite Review
Committee.

7. The Project Director held a State Representative
staff meeting on May 14, 1970.

8. The Project Director arranged a briefing conference
on April 20-21, 1970 for all Unit Directors in the
Colorado Department of Education concerning the
INSGROUP Technical Report. (See Appendix B, INSGROUP
.Technical Report.)

The problem encountered during this phase was the confusion concerning the
format upon which the progress of the Project was to be assessed. The previously
agreed upon format was changed by the Review Committee which necessitated the
hurried rearrangement of the Project documentation, and the unilateral decision
by the Review Team to use an outdated Flow Chart resulted in considerable con-
fusion during the Onsite Review.

NOTE: A complete description of the above phase and the key decisions, including
the inputs, activities and products, and outputs, can be found in the Quarterly
Progress Report, April 1, 1970 to June 30, 1970.

E. Revising the Scope of Work, Extending the Grant Period, and Bringing
Precision to the Project

1. The Project staff developed a revised set of Scope of Work
Unit Statements for submission to the new Project Monitoring
Officer.

2. The Project product which will result from completion of the
above revised Scope of Work Unit Statements will be a guidebook



I

entitled "Organizing Cooperative Efforts to Improve
Small Rural Schools."

3. The Project Director developed feedback forms to
assist in obtaining feedback from the State
Representatives concerning their observation of the

Colorado activities.
4, The Project Director prepared a reply to the Onsite

Review Report which was submitted to the Project
Monitoring Officer.

5. The Project staff began the development of a state-
ment of the design for formative evaluation, and an
abstract of the goal, objectives, and activities to
be accomplished in Project SPREAD.

6. A copy of the Brief Explanation of Project SPREAD
was sent to the members of the Advisory Committee
for their critique.

7. The Project staff spent considerable time in devel-
oping an outline for the Guidebook entitled,
"Organizing Cooperative Efforts to Improve Small
Rural Schools," and preliminary discussions were
held concerning the selection of a site for testing
the Guidebook.

The major problems encountered during this phase concerned the difficulty
of scheduling the Advisory Committee meeting because of the members' busy sched-
ules. The appointment of Dr. Lewis R. Crum, Research Director, Region VIII,
Office of the U. S. Office of Education, as Project Monitoring Officer, and the
extending of the planning time were both of great assistance in bringing cor-
rection to the activities of the Project. However, the failure to increase
funding for the extended time so as to alleviate the problem of non-funded State
Representatives has continued to plague the Project.

NOTE: A complete description of the above phase and the key decisions, including
the inputs, activities and products, and outputs, can be found in the Quarterly
Progress heport, July 1, 1970 to September 30, 1970.

F. Developing the Guidebook and the Formative Evaluation Plan

1. The Revised Scope of Work Unit Statements was
accepted by the Project Monitoring and Grants
Officer.

2. The Project Director developed a rough draft Version I
of the specifications for each chapter of the Guidebook.

3. The Project. Director developed a plan for testing the
Guidebook in five small rural school districts. These

small rural schools are members of the Northeastern
Board of Cooperative Services. The innovation to be
implemented using the Guidebook is the Science
Curriculum Improvement Study (SCIS) elementary science
curriculum, and this will be a cooperative effort be-
tween the University of Colorado, Denver Branch, the .

Improved Learning Unit of the Colorado Department of
Education, and Project SPREAD.

13
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4. The Project Director has continued the work of
bringing greater precision to the Brief Explanation
of Project SPREAD and the Abstract of the Project,
which includes a Statement of the Problem, a list
of Assumptions, and a list of Objectives.

5. The Project staff began the development of a docu-
ment to he called, "The Formative Evaluation Plan
for Project SPREAD." This formative evaluation
plan will be tested along with the Guidebook in
implementing the elementary science curriculum in
the five small rural schools.

.6. The Project staff developed a Model for the organiza-
tional and structural arrangements to accomplish
diffusion in the participating state agencies. Feed-
back from the State Representatives, using the new
feedback forms, assisted in gaining general agreement
on the details of the Model.

7. The Project Director began the development of training
programs to accomplish the roles which are indicated
in the Model. Seven training programs were envisioned
and a rough draft of one has been developed.

8. The Advisory Committee held its first meeting on
October 16, 1970. The Committee agreed that its role,
as determined by the Policy Board, was appropriate.
The Committee will perform a quality control function
by appraising the quality of work performed by the
Project consultants and reporting this, in writing, to
the Policy Board. In addition, the Advisory Committee
will offer technical assistance to the Project staff
and the Policy Board on the best methods to accomplish
the Project's goals.

9. A Policy Board meeting was held on December 18, 1970
to seek the commitment of an additional ten days of
FTE resource to accomplish the development of State
Plans. This commitment was made by the three observing
states. To date, Wyoming, Utah, and Washington have
committed a total of 50 FTE days each in Project SPREAD,
while Colorado has committed 575 FTE days to the
development of this Project. This commitment is beyond
the time of a Project staff funded under this Project.

10. The Project Director met with the staff of the
Northeastern Colorado BOOS to make arrangements for the
test of the Guidebook and the Formative Evaluation Plan.

11. The Project Director visited with the staff of the
National Center for the Study of Educational Change at
the University of Indiana and with officials of the
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools at Atlanta,
Georgia.

The continuing problem of the State Representatives not being funded by the
Project, except for their travel, continues to lessen the commitment of time and
priority that they can apply to Project matters. The result is that progress
continues to be slower than increased funding would have permitted.

14
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NOTE: A complete description of this phase and the key decisions, including the
inputs, activities and products, and outputs, can be found in the Quarterly
Progress Report, October 1, 1970 to December 31, 1970.

G. Developing the State Plans, Completing the Formative Evaluation
Plan, Refining the Guidebook and Peginning the Test of the
Guidebook rind Formative Evaluation Plan

1. The Project Director assisted the State
Representatives in preparing their State Plans by
developing a proposed Table of COntents for the
State Plans, a Statement of Goals and Objectives
for the Project, a list of Criteria for Cooperative
Diffusion Strategies and Approved Variations to the
Project Model. These activities resulted in the
acceptance by the participating states of the format
listed above.

2. The Project staff completed the development of the
Formative Evaluation Plan for Project SPREAD and the
Plan is ready for testing with the elementary
science curriculum adoption in the five small rural
schools.

3. Arrangements were completed for beginning the test
of the Guidebook in the adoption of the elementary
science curriculum in the five small rural schools.

4. The Project staff completed a first draft of the
training program for the observer's role. It will
be tested by using the Formative Evaluation Plan
and portions of the Guidebook in the five rural
schools. The taped scenario of this training
program and a set of key questions about the
observer's role were also developed.

5. The Project Director delayed the revision of the
rough draft Version I of the Guidebook until the
test of the FormatiVe Evaluation Plan and the
Guidebook had been completed, and it will probably
be postponed until the operational phase of the
Project. However, there will be considerable
editing being made by the Project staff prior to
the operational phase.

6. A graduate student intern,, assigned to the Colorado
Department of Education, was hired to perform the
role of the observer in the test of the Guidebook
and the Formative Evaluation Plan. He visited the
five small rural sites, pretested students and
teachers and observed all the training sessions
and provided feedback to the Project staff for
revision modification purposes.

7. The State Representatives completed rough drafts of
their State Plans for Utah and Washington. The
Plans were reviewed by the Project Director who
supplied suggestions for revisions.



8. An Advisory Committee meeting was held on February 18,
1971 for the purpose of appraising the quality of per-
formance of Project consultants in the following ac-
tivities:

a. Instructional Systems Group, Bruce Monroe,
Manager, who performed the "Analysis of
the Diffusion Practices of the Colorado
Department of Education."

b. Dr. Garth Sorenson, U.C.L.A., Los Angeles,
California, who developed the Formative
Evaluation Plan for Project SPREAD. The
Advisory Committee made a written appraisal
report to the Policy Board on the work of
these two consultants.

9. A Policy Board meeting was held at the Seattle-Tacoma
Airport on March 23, 1971. At that meeting, the following
was approved:

a. Wyoming's withdrawal from the Project.
b. The Advisory Committee report was accepted.
c. The Utah and Washington State Plans were

approved.
d. Project Director directed to prepare

proposal for an operational grant.
10. The Project Director had a staff meeting on February 2-3,

1971.

11. The Project Director met with Dr. Lewis R. Crum, U.S.O.E.
Project Monitoring Officer, on February 4, 1971 and on
March 16, 1971.

The only problem encountered during this phase was the forced decision to
postpone any revision of the Guidebook until the test of the Guidebook and the
Formative Evaluation Plan had been completed, or until the operational phase of
the Project should begin, following funding of the proposal.

NOTE: Detailed description and documentation of this phase and the key decisions,
including inputs, activities and products, and outputs, can be found in the Quarterly
Progress Report, January 1, 1971 to March 31, 1971.

H. Developing the Operational Grant Proposal, Editing the Rough
Draft Version of the Guidebook, and Completing the Final
Report of the Planning Phase

1. The Project Director prepared a proposal requesting

a grant for an operational phase of Project SPREAD.
This proposal requested the first year's funding
for a five-year operational phase of the Project.
It was submitted to the U. S. Office of Education
on April 20, 3971. It requested multiple funding
from The National Center for Educational
Communication, the National Center for Educational
Research and Development, and from the Office of
State Agency Cooperation.



2. Further editing was done on Version I of the
Guidebook entitled "Cooperative Efforts to Improve
Small Rural Schools."

3. Members of the Project staff, the State
Representatives, and selected members of the
Colorado Department of Education assisted with the
editing of the Guidebook.

4. The Project Director prepared a final report to
the U. S. Office of Education as directed in the
Scope of Work Unit Statements and the grant docu-
ments.



CHAPTER THREE

I. PROJECT PRODUCTS AND ESTMATES OF RESOURCE REQUIRED TO SPREAD THE PROJECT

TO THE OTnR PARTICIPATING STATE DEPARTMENTS OF EDUCATICN

A. Description of the Project Products

During the two years of its existence, the Project SPREAD staff has
developed the following products:

1. A diffusion model entitled, Structural Model of
Cooperative Efforts, by which improved school
practices are located, selected, organized,
carried out, tested, and self- renewal accomplished
in small rural schools. (See Also Appendix C,
Project SPREAD Assumptions and Diagram on page 13.)

2. A Formative Evaluation Plan for Project SPREAD which
is designed to guide modification of the Project's
procedures for the purpose of immediate improvement.
(See Appendix D, Formative Evaluation Plan for
Project SPREAD.)

3. A first draft version outline of a Guidebook entitled,
"Cooperative Efforts to Improve Small Rural Schools."
(See Appendix E, Summary Outline of Specifications for
Chapters in the Guidebook.)

The structural model (see diagram on following page) is a modification of
the Havelock Linkage Perspective, modified in light of rural sociology, the par-
ticipating states past experience in rural small school improvement projects,
and more recent behavorial science findings. The model is the result of two
year's study and planning by the Project SPREAD personnel in the four states.
It depicts the roles performed by a variety of persons. One person may perform
more than one role, while some specific roles are performed by more than one
person. The model is really a synthesis of three smaller components:

1. Information gathering and analysis.
2. Diffusion management and training.
3. Local district implementation of innovation.

Component #1, the Information Gathering and Analysis Component, provides
for a comparison of data produced by two information networks. The first infor-
mation network produces small rural school data which, when analyzed, will
divulge the needed improvements in any group of schools or in a particular
school. In the diagram, this is role #1. Role #2 calls for the analysis of the
information in both networks. The second information network is linked with the
state, region, and national information centers to bring verified information
about available improved practices. A committee will sift these improved
practices for their appropriateness to small rural schools. In the diagram,
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this is role 1/3. Component /12, the Linkage Diffusion Component, provides for
the multi-agency cooperative efforts, the arrangements, management, and the
training required. It also provides linkage so that information, incentives,
and technical assistance are provided to small rural schools who are interested
in adopting improved practices. The third component, Local District
Implementation Effort, provides for the linkage of local resources with the
multi-agency linkages and the information network. Therefore, the total re-
sources of this three-component network is focused upon utilizing the informa-
tion, incentives, inventions, interactions, influence, and technical assistance
in bringing about (through a community oriented change process) the adoption of
improved school practices and the institutionalization of this change process
into a self-renewing organization.

Another way of viewing the model is to describe each of the roles in the
diagram by their functions:

1. Provides for the systematic gathering of information about
local schools, (present information that is now reported
to state and national agencies plus). The person per-

forming the role will collect information about administra-
tive /instructional practices that are currently being
used in rural schools and pass this information on to the
person performing the analysis of school and improved
practices.

2. The person performing this role will analyze this informa-
tion about small rural schools and compare it with an
ideal model, which will be provided by the Sifting
Committee. He also will receive, from the Sifting
Committee, information for analysis about practices that
are appropriate for small rural schools. He must be able
to make comparisons of these two types of information and
to produce a rank order list of schools that are most
needful.

3. The Sifting Committee will develop a model of an ideal
small rural school by .gathering information from multi
sources. This ideal model will tell or describe an ideal
school in relation to its practices, materials, and con-
tent taught. The Committee will also sift the information
on available new practices and provide it to the assessment
analyst after determining those which are appropriate to
small rural schools.

4. The diffusion manager is the man to whom all others in
the model are responsible, directly or indirectly. He will
select an inservice training developer, but his main
responEl_bility is to see to it that improved school
practices are located, selected, organized, carried out,
and tested. To do this, he will have to work with different
groups of people in state agencies, private concerns, and
local school districts.

5. The person performing the role of field coordination will
provide for management of the field effort in the pilot .

schools and provide the technical assistance in the change
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process to the school districts. He works with superin-
tendents, principals, teachers, technical consultants oF
the various agencies, local boirds of education, local
advisory committees, and news media sources.

6. The field liaison role is reEponsible for forming an
additional partnership between the state agency and the
local agency. It provides the avenue for the local agency to
report to the state agency on needs for personnel adjust-
ment in this effort. This is accomplished through monthly
reports and interviews between the field liaison and the
local superintendent. There is close coordination be-
tween the field coordination and the field liaison roles.

7. The person performing the observation and feedback Tole
will observe, record, and report on all phases of the
diffusion effort to the diffusion manager. This will
include the training sessions and the local implementation
effort.

6. Inservice development. This is the person that will see
that training is given to all those people on this
diagram, to see that the training is' effective, and to
see that the training and training materials are changed
as needed.

9. Technical assistance from other agencies and state educe-
and tional agency technical assistance are a pool of people
10. with specialized technical assistance expertise in the

multitude of innovations to be adopted. Some will have
expertise in more than one specific innovation, others
will have expertise in, for example, reading, nongradod
organizations, and early childhood education.

Roles 11 through 15 are roles provided by the local research, development,
and diffusion community-oriented change team. They are commonly thought of as
the local superintendent of schools, the principal, the school board, the
teachers, the students, the lay advisory committees, and others concerned with
the local improvement effort. Eventually, all of the roles, 1 through 10, will
be shifted to the local school district, and local people will be trained to
perform these roles. When local people are adequately performing these roles,
the local district will then have achieved an operational definition of the
self-renewing organization.

The Formative Evaluation is not unlike the idea of quality control in
industry. Simply stated, it is the idea that part of the effort and resources
ordinarily expended in developing and using any improved program should be
devoted to testing out and improving these programs, particularly, during the
course of their development, in order to make certain the program will, in fact,
work, or is, in fact, working with a particular group of students. This con-
cept of evaluation for course improvement, project improvement, or program
improvemem, began with the work by Cronbach (1963), Formative Evaluation by
Scriven (1967), and "Operations Research" by others. In the past, programs
have often been tested to see if, in fact, they do work. But the notion of
improving a program as it is being developed is even more important than-the
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notion of testing it. Sophisticated program developers do not expect a program
to work well the first time it is tried; so, as developers, they see it as part
of their task to take steps to find out why it is not working. They change it,
try It again, and continue the process until the program becomes effective for
those for whom it is intended. Fundamental to this formative evaluation approach
is a set of assumptions:

1. Any program should be expected to bring about measurable
changes in the students, and that if the program fails
to produce these changes, there is something wrong with
the program.

2. Instructional programs should be repeatable and reliably
taught.

3. Instructional programs should be pretested.
4. Any given program will work more effectively with some

students than with other:,; a formative evaluation plan
should be designed to obtain information about the
characteristics of the students, and, especially, about
the characteristics of those students who do not learn
from the program.

5. Formative evaluation requires a particular array of
roles, skills, and tools which have not traditionally
been employed in developing programs. In developing an
(instructional) program, it is obvious that questions re-
gal-ding the "content-validity" of the programs be answered.
Some of the technical questions which must be answered in-
clude:

a. What could go wrong during the instructional

process? At what point in the program is
failure most likely to occur?

b. Who is in a position, or can be placed in a
position, to pick up and feed back clues as
to the nature of that failure, if it does
occur?

c. What procedures are needed systematically to
obtain information from observers about the
nature of the difficulties encountered by the
users in learning an,_; applying the program,
and by the studen.cs in learning what the
program intends for them to learn?

If these questions are to be answered, the formative evaluation approach has
to take into account consideration like these listed below in setting up a pro-
gram development plan:

1. The users must be trained. Therefore, someone needs
to perform the trainer role.

2. During the tryout cycle, the useres should be monitored
to sec if they are, in fact, using each component as
planned. Therefore, someone on the program development
team must prepare schedules and perform the monitor
role.

2'2
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3. Student:-, must be pretested and post-tested. There-
fore, someone must choose or build instruments and
administer them - this is the evaluator role.

'1. The trainer, the users, the monitor, the evaluator,
and_ the students should be asked routinely and
systematically to note where difficulties occur and
should be invited to suggest possible solutions to
those difficulties. Therefore, someone must be
assignod the task of asking qutions and recording
answers. Someone, perhaps the development team as
whole, will need to review those answers and make
revisions in the program accordingly.

The above general comments about formative evaluation provide the basis
upon which the Formative Evaluation Plan for Prolect SPREAD was developed. The

purpose of SPREAD is to develop and partially test a set of procedures (plan or
model) which, if adopted, will enable small rural schools of Colorado, Utah,
and Washington to evaluate and improve their operations continuously. To do

this, two types of information will be gathered and transmitted:

1. Information related to needed school practices in
those states and in other parts of the country.

2. Information relating to how well the diffusion
organization is operating and what needs to be
done to make it operate better. (A complete
description of the Formative Evaluation Plan for
Project SPREAD can be found in Appendix D of this
report.)

The Project SPREAD procedures (model or plan) has been described and, to a
large extent, operationally defined in a collection of documents called a
Guidebook. The Guidebook is entitled, "Cooperative Efforts to Improve Small
Rural Schools," The Guidebook will:

1. Present the rationale.for the cooperative diffusion
effort, the sources of that rationale, related
studies, belay misconceptions, answer general questions,
etc.

2. Specify the activities, procedures, or operations to be
performed by persons or groups performing each of the
roles an the cooperative effort, including those
persons whose task it will be to make the effort in-
creasing effective.

3. Include a number of "training packages," one for each
role in the organization.

4. Describe the "formative evaluation" or "corrective
feedback" procedures for:

a. Checking on and improving the success and
efficiency of each of the persons or groups
occupying each of the role positions, thereby
gradually improving the effectiveness of the
cooperative effort as a whole.
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b. Make the Guidebook inteligible to general
readers.

c. Periodically revise the SPREAD Project
itself.

In brief, the strategy is as follows.: Each of the above, e.g., each
training package? will be written in preliminary form, then tried in the field,
then evaluated, then revised, and the cycle will be repeated until it has been
demonstrated that a given portion of the Guidebook is effective with members of
the cooperative effort for whom it was designed. Beyond that point, revisions
will continue to be made, but less frequently. (See Appendix E, Summary Outline
of Specifications for Chapters in the Guidebook.)

1]. ESTIMATED RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS FOR SPREADING TEE PROGRAM TO THE OTHER

PARTICIPATING STATE DEPARTMENTS OF EDUCATION.

The Project SPREAD Model developed during the planning grant has not been
demonstrated in any state department of education. In order to spread it to the
state departments of education in Colorado, Utah, and Washington, the following
job categories need to be implemented:

1. One project director
2. One assistant director
3. A diffusion manager in each of the three states
4. A field coordinator in each of the three states
5. One inservico training developer
6. An observer in cash of the three states
7. A local information data processor in each of the three states
8. An improved practices retrieval specialist in each of the

three states
9. A needs analyst in each of the three states

10. One sifting manager

In addition, there are eight categories of contracted services, including:

1. An Information Retrieval Center Services
2. An independent auditor
3. A formative evaluator
4. Sifting consultants

'5. Training consultants
6. Advisory Committee members
7. Improved practices technical assistance consultants
8. Planning and management consultants

A budget breakdown for the implementation of these ten job categories and
eight contracted services can be found on the following pages. The total Project
cost for one year includes a 20 percent indirect cost, but does not include ap-
proximately $450,000 of matching in-kind costs contributed by the states. The
in-kind costs consist mainly of a contribution of staff members for technical
assistance to implement Project SPREAD's efforts in a total of twelve school
districts in the first year in the three states.
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PROTECT SPREAD
BUDGET PREAla.)WN

JULY 1, 1971 - JUNE 30, 1972

DIRECT COSTS

s'ersonnel Salaries

a. Central Staff: FTE Rate

Project. Director 1 $19,200.00

Assistant Project Director 1 17,000.00

Sifting Mana-nr 3. 15,000.00

inservice Coordinator. 1 15,000.00

Sz.,cretarics 3 19,000.00

Total Central Staff

b. State Staffs:

Colorado

FIE Rani o

Utah Washington

$ 85,200.00

Totals

FIE Rate FTE Rate FTE Rate

Diffusion Managers 1 $13,000 --- 1 $18,650 2 $36,650

Field Coordinators 1 15,000 1 16,000 1 15,750 3 4.6,750

Local Information
Data Plsocer4sor 1/3 4,000 1/3 4,0'0 1/3 4,000 1 12,000

Need Analysts 1/2 8,000 1/2 6,000 1/2 8,875 11 22,875

Improved Practices
Retrieval Specialist 1/2 8,000 1/2 8,000 1/2 8,375 24,375

Observer 1 10,000 1 10,000 1 10,000 3 30,000

Secretaries 3 16,000 3 16,500 3 14_000 3 46,900
===

Total State Staffs

c. Contracted Services Salaries:

219,550.00

(1) Central Staff

Independent Auditor $ 9,000.00
Evaluator 12,000.00
Sifting Consultant 15,000.00
Planning Consultants 10,000.00
Training Consultants 9,000.00
Advisory Committee 4,000.00

Total 59,000.00

(2) State Contracted Services:.

Information Center
Services and Technical

Colorado Utah Washington Total

Assistance Consultants 20,000.00 20,000.00 20,000.00 $60,000.00
Local Site Consultants 10,000.00 9,000.00 46,400.00 65,400.00
Outside Local Evaluation
Teams 8.850.00 8,850.00

Total

Grand Total Personnel Salaries (51)

134 250 CO

$498.000.00



2. Employee Benefits (Rate 10%)

Central Staff Total Salaries $0;5,200.00 x ]0%
ak Colorado Staff-Total Salaries $79,000.00 x 30%
ipl Utah Staff-Total Salaries $60,500.00 x 10%

Washington Staff-Total Salaries $80,050 x 10%

Total Employee Benefits (charged as diuct) (52)

$ 8,520.00
7,900.00
6,050.00
8,005.00

($30,475.00) $ 30.5rc,.on

3. Travel-(State per diem varies, but $20.00 is the average. The amount
budgeted per position is based on past experience in similar multi-
state projects.)

a. Central. Staff-Travel:

Project Director.
Assistant Project Director
Sifting Manager
Inservice Coordinator

Total

$ 7,000.00
3,000.00
2,000.00
2 000.00

$ 14,000.00

Total by
b. State Staffs-Travel: Colorado Utah_ Wash. Position

Diffusion Managers $1,500 $1,500 $1,500 $ 4,500.06

Field Coordinator 4,000 3,000 4,000 11,000.00

Local Information Data
Processors 150 150 300.00

Need; Analysts 800 800 800 2,400.00

Improved Practices Retrieval
.Specialist 250 250 200 700.00

Observers 2,000 2 000 2,000 6,000.00

Total by State

c. Contracted Services-Travel:

(1) Central Staff
Independent Auditor

Evaluator
Sifting Consultants
Planning Consultants
Training Consultants
Advisory Committee

Total

$81700 $.7,550 $8.1650

(Contract includes travel)
$ 3,600.00

6,000.00
3,000.00
4,000.00
2,000.00

(2) State Contracted Services
Technical Assistance

Colorado Utah Wash. Totals

Consultants $7,000 $7,000 $7,000 $21,000.00
Local Site Consultants 3,500 3,000 6,500.00
Outside Local Evaluation

Teams - -
Local Visitation Teams .11.1900 _1APPP 4,000 12J 000 00

Total

Total Travel (53)

24,900.00

18.5600.00

39.500.00

$ 97,0c0 ,,m



4. Supplies and Materials
Central. Staff $ 4,000.00
Colorado 3,500.00
Utah 3,500.00
Washington 4,000.00

Total Supplies and Materials (54)

5. Communications
Central Staff $ 2,500.00
Colorado 2,500.00
Utah 2,500.00
Washington 2,500.00

Total Communications (55)

6. Services

a. Duplicating and Reproduction: (56)

Central Staff $7,000.00
Colorado 4,500.00
Utah 4,000.00
Washington

b. Statistical:(7)

41500.00 $20,000.00

Central. Staff $1,550.00
Colorado 150.00
Utah 150.00
Washington

c. Testing:(58)

150.00 2,000.00

Central Staff
Colorado 650.00
Utah 650.00
Washington 700.00 2,000.00

Total Services

7. Other.

Graphics $ 5,000.00
Contingency 20,000.00

Total-Other (59)

8. Equipment
Terminals - two each state @ $4,000.00 $24,000.00
Pocket Tape Recorders - 50 0 $60.00 3,000.00
Typewriters - 12 @ $500.00 6,000.00
Transcribers - four @ $500.00 2,000.00
Equipment to support Innovation ($1,000 per 12 sites) 12,000.00
One-half inch V.T.R. Unit for Training Programs (Micro-
teaching, etc.) 3,000.00

Total Equipment (61)

Subtotal-Direct Costs
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$ 15.000.00

$ 10,000.00

$ 24.000.00

$ 25,000.00

$ 50.000.00

$749,500.00



Subtotal-Direct Costs (carried forward) $749,500.00

B. t1RECT COSTS - (20%)

Note: The State of Colorado is currently preparing en indirect cot
proposal to Federal Government. The indicated rate will
be 20 percent. This anticipated proposal for an indirect cost
rate is to be submitted prior to June 30, 1971.

C. TOTAL COSTS (Federal Support)

$149.900.0n

$899.400.00



CHAPTER FOUR

I. FINDINGS AND RNCOMMENDATICNS

Project SPREAD srent two years in a planning phase with only a brief
operational test of portions of the Model, Guidebook, and Formative Evaluation

Plan. Because of this, it is difficult to support. the findingr, of this Project

with sufficient data. However, the findings do represent the best thinking of

the Policy Board, the Project staff, including the State Representatives, the

Project's external consultants, the Advisory Committee, and various members of

the staff of the Colorado Department of Education who participated in the

Project. All of these people, interacting with each other, trying out and
testing ideas and concepts, seeking the reactions of other exports, reviewing

the literature and research findings, and evaluating and revising their position

have resulted in a set of findings that is supported by the vast majority of the
people who have participated in the Project.

The findings of Project SPREAD are as follows:

1. State educational agencies are in a unique pivotal position to
provide the diffusion linkage between small rural schools and
all other agencies. Intermediate units or Boards of
Cooperative Services are also in this unique linkage position.

.Regional Laboratories, Research and Development Centers, in-
stitutions of higher education, and other governmental
agencies do not share this same unique diffusion position, but
they do occupy an equally important position in research and
development. State agencies and Boards of Cooperative Services
are in this unique position for the following reasons:

a. The state agencies who concentrate on the leadership
and service role, as opposed to the regulatory role,
have already established a helping diffusion re-
lationship which can be capitalized on and improved.

b. There is already an administrative relationship and
responsibility between small rural schools and their
state educational agencies which places both of
them in partnership roles in cooperative efforts.

c. Personnel in state educational agencies know the
norms of the small rural school client systems,
speak their language, and identify with their needs
and aspirations to a greater degree than do person-
nel from other agencies.

d. Practioners in small rural schools are more willing
and better able to request cooperative effort
services in developing improved practices from
state educational agencies than from other agencies.
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e. When small rural school districts choose to "go
it alone" in developing improved practices, they
still are anxious to have the hacking of their
state educational agency. Whereas, in these in-
stances, the backing of other agencies is seldom
requested.

2. Small rural schools have many weaknesses, but one of their
strengths is that they can be an' easily managed la):oratory
site, simply from the standpoint of logistics and the ease
with which now practices may be installed. Long-term
planning and phase --out efforts are usually not required in
small. Schools because of their builtin flexibility.

3. The Formative Evaluation Plan for Project SPREAD, used in
the elementary science curriculum inservice field test,
worked well in providing data on which to base modification
decisions about tie Model, the Guidebook, and the Formative
Evaluation Plan.

4. Everyone involved 5n a cooperative improvement effort requires
training in order to perform their designated roles, even
though they may have some previous experience in performing
similar roles. The types of training required in rank order
are:

a. Theory and application of behavioral science
b. Theory and application of organizational development
c. Theory and application of knowledge utilization
d. Theory and application of community oriented change

process

5. Small rural schools can become much more effective in providing
a quality education for all students through cooperative im-
provement efforts involving small rural schools, state educa-
tional agencies, and other agencies. Thus, there is an
alternative to school district reorganization, namely, compre-
hensive cooperative improvement efforts.

The recommendations of Project SPREAD are as follows:

1. The Project SPREAD diffusion Mendel, the Guidebook entitled,
"Cooperative Efforts to Improve Small Rural Schools," the
Formative Evaluation Plan, and all the various diffusion
procedures and strategies need to be tested in an operational
setting over a long period of time, until all can be made to
reliably work.

A proposal to accomplish this was submitted to the U. S.
Office of Education, but, unfortunately, was not funded.
However, the commitment of the three participating states
(Colorado, Utah, and Washington) is so strong that each
state intends to carry out some ofthe activities proposed
in that proposal on a minimal funding basis within their own
states, and, hopefully, to continue to share the results of



these efforts with each other on an informal basis. At

a later date, these states will again submit a revised
version of the Project SPREAD proposal to the U. S.
Commissioner of Education. A proposal will not only be
revised, but will be enlarged to include the establishment
of diffu;:ion strategies and models for schools of all
sizes. These three states are so strongly committed to
the concept that diffusion of improved practices is so
central to their operation and so necessary to the improve-
ment of schools within their states that they will continue
to work cooperatively and continue to seek funding for the
support of the accomplishment of this end.



APPENDTX A

SCOPE OF WORK UNIT STAT=NTS

for the

Four-State Diffusion Project SPREAD

The contractor will complete the Scope of Work Units. The completion of
each wo?:k unit will serve as a major ovaluation milestone for advancing the
Project toward the improvement of the diffusion functon in each of the four
participating state departnts of education (Colorado, Utah, Wyoming, and
Washington):

I. CREATING THE PROJ' CT

A. Create a Policy Board composed of the chief state school
officers of the participating states to provide guidance
and direction to the Project.

B. Describe the objectives and functions of the Policy Board.

C. Determine the By-laws and operating policies.

D. Specify the operational phase formative evaluation mechanism,
and test it in the pilot phase.

E. Create an Advisory Committee at the state level and determine
its composition and function.

F. Select a full-time Project Director who has had successful
experience in planning and implementing diffusion strategies.

G. Select a field director who has had successful experience
working with rural small schools and has a knowledge of dif-
fusion strategies.

H. Appoint representatives as observers and technical advisors
from each participating state department of education to
work with the Project Director to develop a formalized plan
for the establishment of the diffusion function in their
respective states. They will observe Colorado's activities
and assess the appropriateness of these activities as a
basis upon which to devebo a plan for the diffusion function
in their respective states. These representatives should be
full-time employees in the respective state departments of
education who probably will be assigned -Co direct the improve-
ment of the diffusion function in their respective state
departments of education.

II. PLANNING THE PROJECT

A. Analyze the strengths and weaknesses of diffusion practices
in the Colorado Department of Education. Emphasis will be



placed on the functions and authority (with respect to dif-
fusion) of the various types of personnel. In addition,
the impact of the Department's diffusion efforts and the
com:nunication between the state and the pilot schools will
be stressed. Ftimates of the operating costs involved in
diffusion will be made.

III. PLAN= Tip :-: OPEP.IL OF THE PROJECT

A. Annlyze and describe the organintional and structural or
rancements needed to activate and 11.,aintain,the st,,,te diffu-

sion function and local diffusion efforts. This description
will stress the major decisions reached and the process z:nd
procedures followed. The resources allocated will also be
described. The description will include the criteria that
were used to select the cooperative diffusion procedures
for utilization in Project SPREAD.

B. Develop a guidebook from the "analysis activities" listed in
I.I. A. and III. A. The guidebook will contain a related
series of training programs and evaluation packages.

C. Analyze selected rural small schools to determine their
uniqueness in regard to diffusion and determine what changes
the application of the cooperative diffusion procedures, as
contained in the guidebook, such uniqueness mandates.

D. Describe and document the selection of appropriate practices
for testing diffusion strategies (cooperative diffusion pro-
cedures) in rural small schools. Emphasis will be placed on
the criterion used to select appropriate practices and the
performance specifications to be met during the tryout period
in the selected pilot schools.

E. Describe and document the training of appropriate state de-
partment of education personnel to carry out the cooperative
diffusion procedures, using the LEA selected educational
practices. Stress should be placed on inservide training for
specific tasks to be accomplished by each participant in the
total diffusion strategy.

F. Describe and document the training of appropriate rural small
school personnel to implement the cooperative diffusion pro-
cedures and to utilize the LEA selected educational practices.

G. Describe and document the procedures used to provide feedback
on the effectiveness of the cooperative diffusion procedures
at the receiver--school level to the diffusion function in
.the stgic, department of education. Emphasis will be placed on
describing of mechanisms used in reporting the Project's
cooperative efforts and the self-corrective measures employed
to keep the cooperative diffusion procedures on target.
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IV. REPORTING TilE PROJECT

A. State representatives will provide written feedbacl: to the
Project Director as they monitor the work units described
in this document. This written feedback will be submitted
upon the completion of each major W071; unit designated by
the Project Director, and it will stress the relevancy of
the activities completed to their respective states.

D. At least three months prior to the end of the initial grant,
each state representative will prepare a plan for recommending
to the chief state school officer of his state the development
of the diffusion function in his respective state department
of education. These plans will stress the diffusion need, the
existing diffusion potential, the function, the authority, the
organizational and structural changes required in the state de-
partment of education, the alternative cooperative diffusion
procedures available, the criteria to be used in selecting the
cooperative diffusi on procedures, the training requirements
needed at local and state levels, the reporting procedures
needed -to accomplish feedback, and the operating costs involved.

C. The Project. Director will provide quarterly progress reports
on accomplishments, problems encountered, posed solutions, and
vork to be accomplished over the ensuing quarter, and a final
report that describes and documents the key phases of the pro-
gram, key decisions that were made, inputs, activities and
products, and outputs for each phase, and estimated resource
requirements for spreading the program to the other partici-
pating state departments of education.
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NOTICE

The informatiou in this document contains the principle findings and recom-
mendations of a study of the Colorado Department (A Education's dissemi-
nation and diffusion efforts for the school year 1969-70. The study was
intensive but not exhaustive because of time and budgetary limitations.
Certain of the findings, if taken out of context, would present an inaccurate
picture of the total diffusici. activities of the Colorado Department of Edu-
cation.
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P t3.1.; FACE

(The follo:Aing text \ 17.1 S produced by Project SPREAD staff for the Colorado

State Board of Education. it is provided as background to this study and as
an illustration of the Department of Education' S C0111111 itnlent to improve the

small rural school.)

Resolution in. Sunport of the Four-nate. Diffusion Project
I. In the past, the Colorado State Board of Education has been seehing ways

and menus to improve the quality of educational programs in small. rural
eehools, and during this period the Board has joined with certain local
school districts in demonstrating and doeumentir.g these way e and means.

2. The implicit philosophy of such a partnership has always been that there
is a need to find methods of developing more relevant and comprehensible
learning oppoltunities in small schools.

3. The Colorado Department of Education was the initiating body of a proposal.
to the United States Office of Education, Bureau of Research, entitled
Project SPREAD, State Programs Revitalizing Education and Diffusion.
The State Departments of Education of Utah, Washington, and Wyoming
joined in this proposal. The initial planning, grant phase of this Project
was funded by the U.S.. CL E. on June 25, 1969.

4. The Project proposes to define, document, and field test the alternative
roles of the State Education Agency in accelerating the diffusion of promisng
educational practices to small rural schools as a MCW.IS of improving edu-
cational. opportunity for youth in these schools.

5. The Colorado State Board of Education plans to acquire the cooperation of
the appropriate members of the staff of the Colorado Department of Edu-
cation and of the certain teacher education institutions of the State in
carrying out the Project.

6. The Colorado State Board of Education plans to give assurance to the Project
schools that accreditation requirements will not restrict the experimentation
and research needed to successfully complete the Project under the following
specified conditions:

a. Local. districts must exhibit proper planning.
b. Those who are affected by the Project should be involved in the

planning.
c. There will be built-in assessment and evaluation procedures so that

those participating do not perpetuate mistakes. The Board will
continue to diffuse the positive findings of the Project geographically.

7. The Colorado State Board of Education considers itself morally and in fact,
legally responsible for mai ltaining and, wherever possible, improving
established standards of instruction; therefore, the staff of the Colorado
Department of Education will be further charged with the responsibility for
scrutinizing this Project for the purpose of maintaining an essential system
of checks and balances.
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8. The Colorado State Board of Education intends to remain in close contact
with the operation and findings of the Four-State Diffusion Project SPREAD
and, in fact, fully understands and accepts the responsibility for its
operation in Colorado.

9. The Colorado State Board of Education, having been fully apprised of the
philosophy and intentions of the proposal for the FourState Diffusion
Project and or Colorado's specific part in this prq.;Tam, welcomes die
opportunity afforded for the continued exploration and continued leadership
which Colorado has exerted on behalf of the improvement of small rural
schools.

"BE IT TIIEREFORE RESOLVED, that the Colorado State

Board of Education gives strong endorsement and support
to the Four-State Diffusion Project SPREAD and agrees to
waive accreditation requirement under specified conditions
to encourage experimentation in the Project schools. This
Resolution is adopted on the 10th clay of February 1970, and
has been entered into the Minutes of the Board."

Assumptions About Schools, Innovat:ion and Diffusion

(Adopted by Project SPREAD from drafts by Dr. Garth Sorenson, Project

Evaluator, and modified in discussions with C.]). E. staff and other State
observers.)
1. The schools are not as effective as they could be. They are not doing as

good a job as might be expected in teaching children to read, to understand
mathematics, etc. To admit this is not to imply that teachers and other
school personnel are anything other than hard working, conscientious, and
dedicated, but merely to recognize that for a variety of reasons most school
people have been so busy just keeping the system going that they have not
been able to devote the time and resources needed systematically and
continuously to improve instructional procedures, administrative arrangements,
counseling methods, etc.

2. It is possible to improve the effectiveness of the schools. A number of
promising innovations have been developed in educational laboratories,
Research and Development Centers, universities, and in the schools them-
selves. Mechanisms for identifying crucial weaknesses in particular
schoOls and for replacing ineffective practices with newer ones which are
demonstrably more effective, (and which are feasible within the resources
available to a school) are also needed.

3. Innovation must be a continuous process in education. Because the needs
of students and the community change, instructional procedures and ad-
ministrative arrangements can never be perfected once and for all, but
must be subject to continuous or at least periodic appraisal and revision.
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4. bmovation is not an end in itself. it is rather a means to achieving more
effective instruction, the goal being increased learning on the part of
students. The process and role of innovation sh)uld be continuous and
not related to any single effort to diffuse a given practice.

0. The ultimate purpose of the SPREAD Project is not to determine nor to
change the educational objectives of a particular school, i.e. , what the
students learnalthough it may be desirable to ci-tne the way those
objectives aro statedbut to make instruction more effective. Though
educators may have opinions about. desirable goals and may choose to
attempt to influence community ViONVS, it is a practical fact- as well as
a values propositionthat responsibility for determining the goals of the
schools resides with the citizens of the community.

6. The specific task of the SPREAD Project is to eventually test the relat've
effectiveness of various intervention (diffusion) strategies to the end of
contributing to the general knowledge about how to diffuse useful innovations.

7. The C.1). E. Ts innovative role should be a continuing one, not coterminous
with any particular project.

8. The C.D.E. should be concerned with a variety of innovations, the particular
innovation to be introduced into any school or district to be determined by
the needs of that school or district. (A need may lie said to exist when a
particular educational goal is not being achieved. )

9. No educator or educational organization existing today is using replicable
procedures that will reliably work and cause improved school practice.

10. Diffusion efforts typically do not succeed as planned, however a diffusion
effort can be made to eventually succeed, through a gradual process of
successive api».-oximatic».i of the ultimate objective, guided by "corrective
feedback" used as formative evaluation evidence to reshape the effort at
several points in time over a process of months and years.

11. A written set of replicable procedures (that describe sets of specialized
rules to modify sets of generalized rules) can be produced that will
eventually insure diffusion of a given improved school practice into a
given school setting. These procedures can be documented over a period
of years as they become evident through a series of tryout/revision cycles
in.which reliable procedures are continued and refined and unreliable
procedures are modified or abandoned.
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AN ANALYSIS OF
DIFFUSION PRACTICES IN THE

COLORADO DEPARTMENT 01' EDUCATION

PURPOSE

Project SPREAD's :.!ome of V.79.1.1;-Unit St:qements E and F specify the following:

"E. Analyze the strengths and weaknesses of diffusion practices in the
Colorado Department of Education..."
"F. Analyze and describe the organizational and structural arrangements
needed to activate and maintain the diffusion function..."

This report, combined with the proposed models andprocedures furnished by
Project SPREAD staff is intended to fulfill these requirements. The findings
reported herein, are. those which were considered to be of benefit to each of
Project SPREAI)'s participant states since this report is but the first step in
a complex program to develop workable models that insure systematic i.311-
provements that reach the learners in small rural schools.

The purpose of this analysis is formative in nature, that is, the information
gleaned from the anal:;.sis reported in this document is to be used to further
strengthen the diffusion function and organize a dissemination and diffusion
unit within the Colorado Department of Education and eventually in the cooper-
ating states of Utah, Washington, and Wyoming. An intensive analysis of

dissemination and diffusion has also been carried on by the Department Task
Force formed in October, 1969 and currently concluding its own analysis.
Over one hundred sixty-five man/clays have been devoted to that effort to
date. A final report of that study will be issued in late April, 1970 and should
be read in parallel with this report.

Potential misunderstanding of the distinction between dissemination (not ex-
plicitly covered in this report) and diffusion (the function of the C.D. E.
analyzed in this report) can be avoided by referring to the following definitions.



INI\N-TVATION:, a new or different concept, methodolo;,y, or;-.);anization,
or program that is systematically introduced into the classroom, school
sysLein, and/or file: S;:atc. Fc». the purpcve of this study, an i11110Vflti 011
was defined as a program perceived as new by the individual.

DlS.S1:7,,ITNATIC.r,T, the Process et giving; and receivinf; information about
the op3ration i.COMC or on educational activity ill Stich a manner
as to create an awareness, interest, and conviction regarding the value
of the ;ictivity.

D11'1;splpN, the process involving informationconsumption, social
interaction, and bel»,vioral change throu;;;11 which an innovation Is Incorpo-
rated into an individual, a group, or a system. The diffusion process
includes the nine sub-processes of: dissemination, demonstration,
implementation, invention, adoption, adoption rnodifi ev..ti On, evaluati on,
institutionalizati :731 d sustaining support.. Dissemination is spreading
the word; diffusion is spreading the practice.

PROCEDItl:ES

Two basic procedures were used to conduct this study. The first of those was
a comparative analysis of responses to structured interview questions Made
by C.D.E. personnel and rural school practitioners.

The second procedure was to gather and analyze any information that described
or implied a procedural model of a diffusion practice being carried out by
C.D.E. personnel or being carried out in cooperation with other agencies.
This was accomplished through interviews with key C.D. E. leadership staff
and textual analysis of over 100 documents.

The data collection was conducted in three phases by an "information-gathering
team" composed of seven C.D.E. personnel (who interviewed within the De-
partment) and fifteen small rural district personnel (who interviewed the
school practitioner group). In the first phase, a stratified random sample
of 25% of a list of 124 board members, administrators and lmown innovative
teachers from six, small rural school. districts (selected at random as re-
presentative of those in the state) were asked. ten questions pertinent to recent
changes in school practices that may have been influenced by C.D. E. diffusion

efforts. In addition, eleven questions were asked of 40 C.D.E. personnel
selected at random. (See Appendix, Lists I-A and I-B for actual questions. A
listing of interviewers may also be found in the Appendix.) The questions for
the second phase of interviews were structured on a basis of the information
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yielded by the first sets. In this cycle, 35% of the original total C.1). E. staff
were inieryiewed more intensively while the majority of the seme rural school
population was again questioned in greater detail, (Sec Lists II-A and II-13 in

Appendix. )

The third and final rriand of questions were made to eight selected C.D. E.
personnel. The field .31..01:viewers were also interviewed l telephone in on

attempt to gather any unrecorded or newly uncovered information. (See List

III-A in Appendix.)

All of the inputs from these phases as well as the gathered documentation
were then analried nJ1(.1 cross-checked for validity and consistency.

Because the emphasis in the SPRrAD project is on the analysis of diffusion

into small rural schools only, a very small sample of all of the school districts
of the St aLe of Colorado were studied. It is estimated that the responses made
by the practitioners in the schools represent approximately (i of the schools

of the state with those schools enrolling less than 10% of the total school
population of the state.

A second factor which should be kept in mind while interpreting the findings
is the established C.1). E. practice of building local leadership so that change
is initiated by local leaders of die schools rather than playing a direct and
active role in the change process. To the extent that this practice of building
local leadership has been effective, the majority of the changes should pre-
dictably occur due to local leadership. This is substantially borne out in the

findings.

FINDINGS

No summary can begin to be as valuable as the detailed study of actual re-
sponses to questionnaires and interviews. The reader is encouraged to pursue
certain findings in greater detail in the records of Project SPREAD, where
the original documents have been forwarded, as well as in the summaries of
results found in the Appendix.
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'Phis section will be sub-divided into six categories as follows:
General Findinr:s
Innovation in color:1,10

ITI, 0 rn'a v;ng for Di ITusi on
poliiony Diffusion Activities

V. Porc,.pLions of Cost
VI. Perceptions of Effectivenes.-;

I. General Findings
The C.D.E. has to well-documented record of accomplishment in diffusing
improved 3(.1001 practices into small rural school districts, schools and
classrooms. The two fundamental questions :-1:ed in this anal sis wore;

Can the diffusion procedures now in use be ful.ther refined so as to
improve the reliability with which an ir»)».oved practice is diffused?
Can the cost- effectiveness ratio of present C.D.E. diffusion practices
be improved?

This analysis has clearly indicated that both questions may be answered in
the positive.

Based upon their experience with over half of the nation's departments of
education, INSGROUP consultants rf'.al: the Colorado State Department of Edu-

cation among the top six to ten such departments. Questions directed to pro-
fessional staff in other state departments of education support this conclusion.

Based on the number of students to be served in the districts of the state, the
C.D.E. is understaffed. when compared with other state departments of edu-
cation. Considering this understaffed condition, the accomplishments of the
Department are commendable.

As recently as May, 1969, a U.S.O.E. site-visit review team concluded that,
as a whole, "C.D.E. services to local school districts are outstanding." A
Departmentconducted survey of 1963 indicates that the C.D.E. has a record
of success in diffusion that extends back many years.

Seven relatively distinct diffusion practices were identified during this analysis.
Although one may be regarded as leading into or overlapping another under
certain circumstances, the following models were isolated for purposes of
study and reporting.



A. Endorsonlentl\loi:?.1: The C. 1). E. COriVi?1(',:', Local Educational
Agene:,' (LEA) SI.T.crintendent to endorse certain practices by providing
him rational evidence and supporting' his visits to other LEA's as an
observer.
(Example: 1). E. F.)

Bs. Taretied Communir,ation Model: The C.D. E. learns of a general
hatenNii. or tclt, dir a pa ri.iuulnr innovaiive practice; responds with
a carefu)ly pr;,r)!Irefl and timed communique rul...q.ive to that practice
then rk.-.sponds to any request for ser,,ice ger,crated by Inc eommuni(Iue.
Thi s i s primarily a dissemination :model.
(Example: C. D. E. Publications)

C. Lig1-0.11,),,y-:e. Model: "rhe C. I). E. forms and ::;upports a :network of schools
which .11:1\:(2 provcn or potentkd capability for successfully implemeuting
innovations; disseminates results Uld lends heavy support to those seek
to follow example; e. g. seeks ('xemptions.
(Exa mpl e: W. S. S. S. P. , BOCES)

D TI.-Jer'iWL)1 Vrs Model: C. D F helps to shape and get passed mandatory
and enabling legislation which encourages innovation; then assists in
proposal. development for response to legislation by LEA.
(Example: Title III, Budget Form)

F. Aceouhfnbility TTodal.: The C.D.E. assists the LEA in estal dishing
performanCe objectives for accountability; than follows up Nvith assintance
ill conducting formative evaluation for pro;?,..ram development rovisionS.
(Example: Contract: Accreditation, Program Planning and Budgeting)

F. In-service Training Model: This practice emphasizes the cooperative
pre-serviee and in-service training efforts of the C.D.E., Higher Edu-
cation Agencies, :Research and Development Laboratories and Foun-
dations. It relies, to a great extent, upon the "ripple" effect of atrained
person passing on his knowledge and perceptions to others.
(Examples: D, U. Math Laboratory, Far West Regional Laboratory. )

C. Response Model: The C.D.E. answers an LEA service request, expands
the problem through analysis, suggests solution practices and supports
over a long period until fully implemented.
(Example: Rocky Mountain Area Project, San Luis Project)

Each of these; supplemented by six other recommended models will be analyzed
in greater detail within the Conclusions section of this report.

'II. Innovation in Colorado
The Appendix includes a list of 83 innovations that were reported by district
personnel as being part of their school program, in response to a 19G9 sur-ey
conducted by the Bureau of Education Research, University of Denver) Since

1 A Survey of Innovative Educational Practices in the Public School Districts
of Colorado, Bureau of Educational Research, University of Denver,
January, 1970.
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respondents Were reacting to a prepared list, it should not be thought of as an
exhaustive list of all innovative practices in existence in Colorado schools in
1.909. This study yielded several, additional innovative practices not explicitly
mentioned in the University of Denver list. Because of inconsistancios in
labeling innovations, it: is impossible to determine when the same practice is
labeled by two different names. Detailed descriptions of which districts have
adopted v,hich innovations in the past year is available in Lie C. F. -4_1'011)1_1

Fall Report) 1969 Summary.

The fourteen ''most; utilized. innovative programs" in the State of Colorado are
listed below as reported in the p:eviously cited University of Denver report.
They arc listed in their order of frequency Will.) the first being used in 80(..* of

the 129 school districts surveyed, while the last was reported in 42c/c of the
same sample.

1. Parent-teacher conferences for reporting pupil progress
2. Reading Improvement courses (such as speed reading and remedial

reading)

3. Paid Teacher Aides
4. Special Education

5. Student Aides

6. BSCS Biology

7. New Math Programs (other than SMSG and UICSM)
8. Individualized Reading

9. Teacher Visitation Program (schools outside district)
10. Electronic Language Laboratories
11. Work Study Programs
12. Elementary Librarians
13. Summer School (Remedial)
14. Team Teaching

In terms of this present study, the most important finding of the University
of Denver report was the extremely low number of "innovations" being reported
as occurring in small school districts (under 1,000 enrollment). It was found
that, in a sample of 78.2% of all small schools in the state, only five innovations
from a list of 99 were found in over 50% of the schools reporting. This con-
trasts significantly with the 52 out of 99 innovations found in the large districts
(over 5,000 enrollment).
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The pi.escni revealed a definii.e contrast in the perceptions of C.1).E.
personnel and district level personiiel regarding the nature oi \\hat they
cl:Lssified as "innovations." The t,-pea of innovations mentioned by prac-
titioners were almost a:gird). curricular and instructional and emphasized
individualizing the eurrieulum and instructional eocedures for the student.
This held true across ell the roles ;_;:impled within the small rural schools
studied, in contrast personnel in tl:c Colorado Department of liclucati(th were
:more Iihely to mention. innovations Mint were releied to planning, development,

and evaluation of school programs rather than those that: diroctiv influenced
the student,. (See Lists 1 -A and I-B in Appendix.)

When asl:d to describe a.e. improved practice that they are currently involved
practiL'ionors again mentioned primarily those practices that directly touch

the life of the student.

When C.D.E personnel were asked what improved school practices they are
cur3.-ently attempting to diffuse, approximately 2/3 of the respondents delayed

so long in answering that it was the judgment of the interviewer that either they hod
no personal priority of practices well thought through in advance of the question
or that the personal priorities of the staff members might be perceived as in
conflict with the priorities of the Department, and the stelf member was re-
lu.etant to voice his own priorities. The former tends to be confirmed by the
fact that half of the respondents could not mention more than four innovations
and one of these referred to a list befe.re answering. Of the improved school

practices mentioned, the majority of these would result in changing teacher's
practices or administrative practices which only indirectly affect student
activities: (See Lists T-A and I-B.)

As might be predicted, a greater proportion of practitioners than C.D.E.
personnel ino;cated that they had a greater understanding of "individualized
instruction" than of "comprehensive planning." (See Lists II-A and II-B.)

Organizing for Diffusion

Evidence of the interest in further organizing the C.D.E. for purposes of
chstiemination and diffusion comes from the establishment of a Dissemination

and Diffusion Task Force. This unit is to serve as one of seven task force
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study coaueils to further (h end make rc.,.cominendat ions on wh;:i. is cen-

sidered to be the seven im.;jor areas of 0(111e:11:J0m] problem a id/or intcrcbt
ill the State ol Colorado: Further evidence Of the interest in refining the
diffusion eap;,biliiv of a C'. is the existen.ce of Project ;SPREAD.
SPREAD c.ime into once ihroe:%h the calcuLli..cd efforts of a number of
C',.}). jiy.rsotincl \ \'h .CCC ()gni ZC:(1 i.17 need for further .relinini.); and formalizing
the diffusi en function.

The Dissemiu:u.ion encl. Diffusion 'Iasi; Force l)a.s devoted over 1(35 man/days
to analyzi»g the ('Xi (lilt? ISt On function and :making recommendations to

the Admini:-.! Council and Commissioner fta to further dissemination
and diffusi:.)n

To further refine its dissemination and diffusion efforts as a. coordinated
department effort, the C.1). E. has committed itself to evolve a Dissemination/
Diffusion Office out of 1:hi a temporary Task Force which has been functioning
on an ad hoe basis for the past several months. A possible 3110(1c1 of the
structure of oificc (based on 1.71 analysis described in this report)
will be presented in the Conclusions and ROCOM II1M1dZil.t011S Sneti 011 of this

report.

The dissemination function and the diffusion funeLi on Were rarely separated in
documents reviewed and conversations noted. Indeed, the majority of those
who were asked about diffusion efforts (and their relative success) answered
in terms of dissemination. of information rather than the diffusion of practices.
Apparently the diffusion story had not been widely told in the Department since

less than one-third of those responding mentioned a diffusion activity that was
outside of his own realm of responsibility. In sixteen out of forty cases, the
respondent was not able to promptly identify a single diffusion activity being
carried out by the C.D.E. or previously having been carried out. The most
typical number of diffusion efforts mentioned was three. However, over 12c'c
of the respondents mentioned only a single diffusion activity (which in many
cases was actually a dissemination activity).

Contrasting the responses in Lists I-A and from the standpoint of olcgani.-
zation, it is possible to conclude that practitioners are better able to request
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and develop improved practices in cooperative. efforts with the C. T). E. than

is the C.D. E. organized to reliably make contacts and complete fie Lion
programs Wilh p'..actitionets. List 1.1-B Mdicatcs a practitioner interest in
additiortal cooperative, orgLmi zed diffusion programs relying not only on the

(2,D. E. but on othor diffusion organizations as well.

The absence of complete .igreement on communicatec.1 Department-wido
priorities in di i.:tuF;ion is evident from the analysis of responses to Question G
in List TI -A. This is seen as making it difficult for the individual in the
C.D.E. to allocate his time in l.ight of l/::partment priorities, or or in

order to -maxi the impact on exiStirf; diffusion efforts having high priority

in the Department.

IV. Popular Diffusion Activities

A preponderant beli of in workshop-like activities on the part of C.D.E.
personnel was clearly indicated by List 1.-A responses. These answers also
a.ssociatu successful diffusion efforts with a specific kind of person; one who
is a knowledgeable., person:Ibl., charismatic, socially-acceptable, expelloneed,
individual with a proven record of accomplishment in the area of diffusion.

Small rural school people, on the other hand, tend to associate successful
diffusion practices with a group of working teachers and administrators feeling
their way and finding their way in a gradual, problem-solving process over a
long period of time, creating solutions to areas of student need. In as many

cases as riot, the activities in the field which were perceived by small rural
school personnel to be most successful did not directly involve any intervention
on the part of C.D.E. personnel. They are, however, anxious to have the
backing of the C.D. E. if some step in their process (of evolving local
solutions) is challenged and must be justified.

V. Perceptions of Costs
The concept of relative costs of alternate diffusion activities did not occur
spontaneously in response to Lists 1-A and 1-B. When asked directly in List
II-A, the majority of the respondents had difficulty predicting most standard
cost factors and were relatively unprepared to proportion out costs in the total
diffusion effort.
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Perz,o.i.mcl time, the largest. sinlAle cost, v,:as not routinely mentioned. The

co! -1 factor most mentioned was the production of publient ion s and nlaterials,

the sol;Avare to lie utilized, a. relatively minor cost. Analysis of responses to
Ii -I3 indicate that practitioners in annll rural schools are very se715:iti.Ve

to the time that thee; development and iMplenlentatiOn Of i1111)1:CNOCI practices

tales away from. hr.u:ni!Ting the district, seln or classroom. One could

conclude that th., practitioners are more sensitive to tlit, cost of Clifill!-:i011 than

the C.D.E. perSOI111(1 With n(MMIC eXCOpLiffIs. The statements in List 11-A

indicate a tendency to underestimate the cost of diffusion. efforts on the part

of C. D. E. porsonn,,J.

VI, Lc l'OCpti011E of ErrOCti.VOTS

\Vhca C. 1). E. personnel were asked the eNtent to which the diffusion they had
mentioned had been effective, 31. of the 40 responded that it had worked well.

However, less than half could site any evidence for believing that the diffusion
had worked well when asked a direct question about the possible existence of

such evidence. "Aiost respondents described oni:),' a single: critical factor that

accounted for success, rather than multiple critical factors. Approximately

33c,!'i-, of the responden',..s Were enable to mention a single diffusion elicit that

had failed, or had not yet come about, or were convinced there were no
failures. It is apparent both from documentation, interviews, and question-
naires that thorough knowledge of the relative effectiveness of various diffusion
efforts is not commonplace. Indeed the need to evaluate and follow-up for
purposes of evaluation was routinely rnenti oned by all concerned. Additionally,

the general pattern of response in the C.D.E. was relative to the quantity or
number of districts and schools adopting a given practice, whereas the criteria
from the viewpoint of the practitioners is the duality of the influence on the
student. (See List I-A)

Practitioners often proposed that they would use C.D.E. staff time assisting
local personnel to evaluate the effectiveness of various changes and practices
they had recently instituted. This was found to contrast with the fact that they
were not necessarily anxious to have the C. D. E. cooperate with them in the
modification of the practice. (See List II-D)
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List III- -A sheds further light on the issue of perceived effectiveness. When the
answers of C.D. E. stair judged to be the moL:t experienced and Su ccessf al in

diffusion are Contrasted with an equal number of C.D. E. staff with less of a
proven re:!ord of effectiveness, 0.0 obvious di I:fen:Tee relates to the la.r;,cr

number o;: roles those persons cited as roles they played as members of the
C.D. E. staff. The more effective diffusors play more roles than the less
effective. ;;trangoly none of the respondents to List I11 -A cited their role as
diffusor/elonge agent as their primary role in the Department, in fact, none
mentioned the diffuser role until after he had mentit»ied at least: four others.

In contrast to answers to previous lists, in which it: was noted certain diffusion
efforts had not been 01.100 lye; only one in 21 responses to role descripticns
did ono of the C.D. E. staff self-rate himself as below-average in effectiveness,
Respondents are either unaware of the relative effectiveness with which they.
play their several roles or are reluctant to discuss it candidly with peers.

In discussing factors tending to facilitate and constrain their efforts in diffusion,
the staff .ju(h more effective perceived more i':cilitating than constraining
forces within the C.D. E. This in contrast with an equal number of staff
(judged not-aseffective) who noted more perceived constraining forces within
the C.D.E.

When a coniparision was made between the planning skills of the more-effective
C.D.E. staff and the planning skills of the less-effective staff, results favored
the more-effective group. :More effeCtive diffusors tend to be more effective

planners (or vice versa).

The most impressive single finding in the third phase of interviewing in the
C.D.E. related to the relative inability of two staff members most knowledgeable
about diffusion to reach agreement as to those C.D.E. staff most effective in
diffusion efforts when prompted to by the analysis team. Agreement could only
be reached on four out of 20 staff. Objective evidence as the effectiveness of
most individuals in diffusing improved school practices does not currently exist
in the C.D.E.
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Reviewing all the information collected about. tho typo(:;) of influence' being
used hy ;,t'd.r to further the diffusion of given practices, it lur; been
noied that C.D. E. staff use limited types of influence. Analyzed against
Bennis' summary of potential tyres of influeueo, (pps I 67-9, norini;),

New York, McGraw-1 li 1 1, 1966), it is noted amt.
ni0:4 staff tend to use only "coercive; " "cepert" or "legiti.mate" influence
and rarely in combination, where as ''referent'' and "value" influence are
viewed by most diffusion scholars as 110170 poWOrful and pervasive.

AN) RECOI\E\IENDA'FIOM

Coneledilw StImme,-;

Figure 1 suminaie( a, in veu general terms, some of the major characteristics
of the diffusion pro,..m.3s as it \VOS deSeribCtd and observed in the Colorado De-

partment of Education. The procedures used in the past arc expressed in
abbreviated form on the left mid should be read as comparative statements
with their opposites on the right (indicators of WI "ideal." diffusion effort).

The C. D.E. is now somewhere between these two on moat items and organ-
izing to approach the "ideal" in specific instances. There is no implied empha-
sis intnded in the order of presentation.

It is hoped that Figure 1, (or sonic adaptation of it), will. come to be used as a
self-evaluation checklist, to be used periodically in the future by the C. D. E.
to rate its progress in refiniug it's diffusion efforts.

Recommended Ors,anizati.onal and Functio.n.al Relationships

To avoid the isolpled diffusion effort that has had a poor record in the research
literature, a "total" diffusion effort is proposed. Figure 2 describes the basic
elements of a typical S.D.E. diffusion situation and implies the multiple linkages
that must exist if all the forces for improvement of school practices are to be
coordinated into a high-potentialdiffusion effort. Linking agreements as to
roles and responsibility must exist between all the elements in Figure 2.
Among the more obvious are the representation of the elements on the Advisory
Board to the Dissemination/Diffusion Unit, the coordinated activity between
the Field units and other S..n.E. operations and constant coordination of S.D. E.
diffusion efforts with the efforts of other agencies with a diffusion function.
Central to the liaison to other diffusion agencies is the innovation information
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Notc:

FIGURE 1

.)n-Artary of Previous :nr,d P(1fential 1)iffusion Activity

Bead as; w.rhe C.1).E, diffusion effort tends to be... (read item in .let;
column) more (.).11 C.11 (read opposilo item in right, column). ''

WHAT HAS BEVN

c Eased on personal baelcground of
C. D. E. staff

ra D'rected at "schools of convenience

Coincidental based on personal
prioriti.et-;

An isolated C.D.E. effort

O Sporadic, one-shot and
fragmented

cr E111p11aRiZi3-19: planniuy; and
administrative practices

6 Prescriptive

fi Intuitive

Simplistic, conventional and
standard approaches

Superimposed on existing
systems

Responsive to service requests
only

w Process-oriented

o Dissemination of publications
and public information

WHAT ,\11-(1111' BE

o Based o11 retreived technical
information

Targettcd on 11i?:11. potential "open"
schools and districts and Falbse-
quently spread to lower-potential

o Based on sy8te111 Call), determined
statewide priorities

o e,..aJ11 1 orative with other diffusion
agencies

o Coordinated, complete and
comprehensive

Emphasizing "improving- learning
allVironment (curricular and
instructional) changes more
directly affecting learners

a Diagnostic and subsequently
prescriptive

a Documented and visible

o Imaginative, thorough. and
iMpactful

o Creating "temporary systems"
for experimentation

o Programmatic diffusion from high
potential. to lower-potential districts/
classrooms

a Product-oriented

o Diffusion of improved practices
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center and the coordination of the targetted communie'tion einanati from

the Dis;etnination/Di [fusion Unit, (D/DU) mid those enM.11:1.ing from other

sources within and from outside the Within the D /I)U, closest

relationships will FICed to exist between the Cool:din:AH:11 Oifice which is

scheduling next steps by all concerned, the 'Fechnical Orfice which is evalu-
ating the effect of recent step?, and the Field Units arc nctlu,Ily carrying

out the doily intervention to further the efforts to evelv,e improved school

practie,,,,.s for recipient classrOMUS, schools, dist-riets, P,oa rdEl of Cooper-

ative .-lervices. '1)1(2. single MOSt \Vin 110 fr!li, h;ANVO011

the recipients of the innovative practices and the D/D Unit, whereby the

requets inforiarlLion and service arc processed and MAI'001110311.:.i are

reached between all concerned as to necessary next steps. in light of recent

"corrective feedback."

In summary, the D/D Unit might be conceived of as primarily a linking organ-
ization bringing to bear the various resources of related elements of the
situati on.

Recommended Additional Models

Seven models describing some of the more popular current C.D.E. diffusion
strategies were presented in the Findings section. It is recommended that
C.D.E. personnel consider elements of the following additional models

in terms of their potential for use in the future. Just as with the previous
seven models, it is easy to point out overlap and similarities in those to follow.
The purpose here is to point out the dominant characteristic of a strategy so
that it can eventually be formalized into a set of replicable procedures to be
systematically used by S.D.E. staff and others cooperating in diffusion efforts
on appropriate future occasions.

A. Successive Approximation Model: S.D.E. cooperatively assesses need
for innovations in recipient districts; ranks available innovations
according to appropriateness to need; selected LEA's form field units
to adopt or adapt solutions to negotiated objectives; diffusion efforts
modified routinely through "corrective feedback," gradually approxi-
mating the improved conditions sought; resources from many agencies
coordinated.

B. Selective Leadership Model: the S.D. E. actively seeks to influence
LEA boards in their selection, training and retention of key administrative
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personnel (p:irtiularly Superintend('n: and Assisinut Superintendents);
ba;...c.4.1 upon i;,,e proven leadership and poteiuial for sueees;:jul

ff i on ael

C. --,1.0(lera. Inveiving s.;ndent representatives in the diffusion....
1).:f0c0:7;r3 1 \1'10;11 'the S. E. , t rn ye!, lug
sc,roinars foy rural youti: younr,; role (a la

durinr: junior ;Ind senior yc.!:trs.

contr:le r'Stabli:-;11c.;; 2 t1111)) ;(`\' C,Altrael.
\`11j1 an OW Vrivute or non-profit) to us,,...ist LEA or ;c1%0.,!ps
of LEA's to 6clermine n.I.:eds, modify practices, etc,

E. assists in and ;uperiniendent;.; lli writi4c
betwf.'cn. llie LEA nud outside services for

"tircul:ey" assistance resulting ill trained school. ,ta_ff and iinliemc.mted
iunovations.

cnillplete Tormyor Mod.c.): SEA Or LEA enritrrtet:.,, outsidc.1 ag'encY for
to1J?1. packn,,,.e installation 2nd lnuintc»ance for selected portious of school
program.

Figure 3 analyzes the previous seven models plus the additional six in terms of :
six steps i.n the diffusion process conceptualized by Havelock,-

type(s) o influence (suggested by Dennis) affecting the potential
success of model

cost levels (> each model relative to other models (including additional
dollars, staff time, recipient time, learner time)

o observed or predicted effectiveness (based on assumptions in Preface).

Recommended Intervention Strate,c.,,les

Figure 4. lists an incomplete set of intervention strategies commonly used by
diffusion personnel, summarized from the works of BerilliS, Havelock and
others.

Analysis of C.D. E. diffusion efforts of the past indicated the use of several
of these, however, r..z.rely have the various "change-agent" strategies been used

in combinations and sequences in a comprehensive, thorough major strategy
(with contingency strategies organized to be used when some aspect of the
major strategy proves ineffective in a given instance).

2 Havelock, R. A Comparative Study of the Literature on the Dissemination
and Utilization of Scientific Knowledge. IiEW/ 0E/Bureau of Research
Project 7-0028, ERIC -id-ID-029171, July, 1969.
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It is strongly recornmondefl that more comprehensive sets of strategies be
incorporated In o diffusion efforts in the future and that inservicc training
be org;mized to inc.rc.!ase the number of C.D.E. stall' competent to use some
or of the strategies.

Rr.,e0inmend:tions.totrtcdr--.et_Si2T1EA.D p:Lrticipants

The previous sets ei, recomme.aclations hu \-0 follo\vcd fro in the findiyu..:s

of the analysii.; of the diffusion activities °I: the Coh)rado Deparlincnt of Diu-
cal ion with sinall rural schools in 1.960-70. When compared with the report
of the Dissemination and Diffusion Tash Force, they may be of value in reor;...in-

i zing selected aspects, of the discern:Ina-non and diffusion opera.tions of the
C. D. E.

Project SPREAD has been, and will. continue to be supportive of the efforts of
the C.D. E. to strengthen its dissemination and diffusion capability. To that
end, the following recommendations are made to the Policy Board, Director,
Staff and State Observers of Project SPREAD:

et To the extent possible, similar analyses of the other three S.D.E.
diffusion efforts should be conducted to note any uniquonesses of the
C.D. E. or any of the other States.

O Develop and conduct inservice training for selected S.D.E. staff with
heavy responsibilities for parts of diffusion efforts now under way or
planned.

e Reanalyze the Fall Report - C.D.E. Formes 1960 data in. teems of
small rural schools with unusual innovation records compared with the
Report of innovative Education Practices thus highlighting the existence
of "lighthouse" school programs.

e Assist in devising diffusion cost arid effectiveness measurement instru-
ments in order to begin to standardize those instruments in terms of
reliability and validitypreparing for the operational test of various
diffusion models in selected small rural schools.
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APPEND'i X C

PRrYJF:7 /7".':TluTTOmr:

1. The rural schools are not as offecljvc as they could be in provdino
quality education fir all of the 1; dents

2. it is possible for rural schools to improvo their effectivenoss.
3. rural schools can become effective by sensing needs,

climinatlng some prctices and not replacing othars--as well as
adopting or adapting new practice:;.

4. Latent conflict exists in rural communitie:.,...but little significant
educational planning has dealt with this reality; an opportunity still
exists to resolve latent rural conflict in positive ways and re-
search evidence is available for planning constructive management of
this condition.

5. Because of the nature of rural communities and decision processes,
information about unproved school practices and research findings
alone have little influence in local decisions about improved school
practices.

G. Useful and lasting changes occur when the change process involves
those who are most a2fected in ways designed to reduce dependence
upon "outside" persons or agencies...and residents of rural communities
can be expected to participate in :,uch educational change activities.

7. Responsibility for determining the goals of the schools resides with
the citizens of the community. Professional educators have a respon-
sibility to assist citizens in considering a wide range of goals.

8. School districts and schools should be concerned with the improvement
of the quality of learning, and a variety of the particular improved
practices to be introduced into any school or district should be
determined by the needs of that school or district to improve the
quality of learning.

9. Improvements in school practice that are minor adjustments in standard
practice are not worth the investment. Basic changes that directly
affect students are to be given preference.

10. Innovation must be a continuous process in education and not related
to any single effort to adopt a given practice.

11. Changes in school practices that produce minor changes (new textbook)
require less diffusion effort than changes that produce major massive
changes (individualized instruction, computer assisted instruction).

12. No educator or educational organization existing today is using
replicable diffusion procedures that will reliably work and result in
improved school practices in rural schools. Why and how change occurs
in school practice needs to be examined much more empirically and
systematically. Change processes in a social system whose objectives
are determined by many people at many jurisdictional levels, and
decisions are made on nonvisible criteria other than the quality of
the school program, need careful examination.

13. Diffusion efforts typically do not succeed as planned, however, a
diffusion effort can be made to eventually succeed through a gradual

()
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process of suceeive approymation of the ultimnte objectiw, guided

by "corrective fc.dUck."
14. A written set of rnplicable procedures ,;an be produced that will

eventually ineuvo ffusion of a given Improvod sai1ooi. prasL:i oe into

a givn school setting. Those procedJrc:s :rust be comjstent with

ro::01ch evidence from th slDnsos.

15. tre Idership at the intnr;;I:Alate level or state i..ency re-

quircd to providc:? inpotus for continued linkage, Ie(Titlm:LoaVon and

supp:rt of the processes of need assent, program Amprovowmt, and

ferm;3tiv

16. The J:ole of the St ;,to Eduetion Agency (SEA) is to assist in im-

proving the effetivoneE,s of schools and it shoo )d be a continuing

one, designed to develop a self-renewng capacity in rural schools.

17. State educational agency stni'fs are ad:rlini.strativoly and professionally

in a peition to help rural school di!Arict5 to effect educational

chanc...but they now do not possess adequate skills, experiences, and

resources to assisL rural cnange process activities.

18. To provide quality education for students in small rural schools, it

is essential that ilTroved practices be Implemented and this can best

be accomplished through a cooperative effort between the local agency

and the SEA.

19. Project SPREAD can eventually test the relative effectiveness of

diffusion strategi:)s to the end of contributing to the knowledge base

about cooperative efforts to diffuso improved practices.
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PI../'.N SPR1:10

A. Oviview

The purpose of SPPEAD is to develop and pir,rtially test a set of procedures

(plan or riodel) Aii.ch, if adopted, will enablu small rural sh.:,ols of Colorado.
Utah, cu Washngton to evaluate and improve 'bait operations continuously. That

is to say, dsion-maLef and educ::,tor:, in the fclorg the
proceds will priodially reexamine their instrucional proyrN% goals to run

:LC' they are still consint with current prioic.n: set by the community; they
will monitor now and mare off.ectivc instructional and administrative, plocedures
which have been devised to accomplish those goal; they will replace cone pro-
cedures, and qradually ceTrot and improve other in order to make the school
sy:s.tem as a whole increasingly successful and efficient.

Stated as above, SPREAD's goals are very ambitious, of opurso, and will re-
quire more time money, trained personnel, and yet-to-be-devoloped improvement
technology than will be available during the 'Project's five years. What the
Pro:,ect expects to accomplj.sh during the five years is to develop a prototype--a
preliminary but workable set of procedures--and. to demonstrate that they are useful
and feasible, and that they contribute enough to the increased success and effi-
ciency of the educational systems they are designed to serve to warrant their con-
tinued support and development by local and state agencies.

More specifically, the SPREAD procedures (model or plan) describe cooperative
of in the states of Colorado, Utah, and Wa.:-,hington in which selected person-
nel of the State Department of Education, educators in local school districts,
interested citizens in rural communities and staff from other educational agencies
will form a continuing diffusion organization in order to generate and pass on in-
formation, knowledge, and coaching about actions required to improve the schools,
and to assist them to take and verify the effectiveness of the actions.

In previous documents, participants in the SPREAD Project have referred to this
cooperative effort as a communications network--a network of carefully defined
roles and responsibilities, positions, or jobs. A person or group occupying a
given position or role performs certain prescribed tasks in the process of
gathering and transmitting specified items of information to holders of certain
other positions in the network, and eventually to the decision-makers and educators
in the community. It can also be thought of as a network of information, in-
fluence, invention, and incentives.

Two types of information will be gathered and transmitted:

a. Information relating to needed school practices in Colorado,
Utah, and Washington and in other parts of the country.

b. Information relating to how well the diffusion organization
is operating and what needs to be done to make it operate
better.

Some of the information about effective school practices is already being gathered
by local and state agencies Other information will be generated by the procedures
to be described below.



When the diffusion organivation (ccn;;!7.mioatioT: nrAwork) 3s operating

properly, the deciF:,3on makers in each of the eartici. school districts will
be provid..7,d with a flow of information in toe form () .c,Titten reports which will

enable them periodic,illy to:

lo Reassert, the curr(.nt cducationl needs ef their district as
viewed by nte.i.r.,s-,d ne;-on reflected by poor

read3ng p.rformanc on the p:.rt elemcnry students, or by
a high dr,,:7,out ratf,o, or by im,bility of 11(i:) F:chool cjradu6tor3

to perfrm well An college, the military, vocationa3 training
program-,, or in ently level jobs, etc.

2 Review, info:rmation F,Ilmaries about irnprcvc'd educational practices
across country ( some of ,which may be an the imuiiate area)--
practice:, designed to solve j.)ix ki of educational
probleni; information would he included about such factors as
the skills of personnel requirement of a partiular instructional
program, costs, efficiency of learning, etc.

3. Compare existing school practices in their district with the
already available alternatives described above.

4. Select alternatives to replace ineffective existing programs
or practices, and then to reallocate resources, do the necessary
training, etc., to install the nck.,' program(s) and gradually make
it (them) work through a series of tryouts and revisions.

5. Monitor the new program(s) cr practice(s) to make certain they
are in fact being properly used, or if necessary, that they
have been modified by staff to fit the particular circumstances
of the school or district.

6. (=ather continuing data--information about pupil performance in
particular--which will enable school officials and others to
know how effectively each new (and old) program is working, i.e.,
whether (or not) pupils are learning the habits, knowledge, and
skills the program was designed to teach, without at the same
time learning to hate the subject being taught, themselves, the
program of studies, the teacher, or school in general.

7. Develop preliminary working plans for estimating costs of
producing learning in students by means of new instructional
programs in comparison with costs of existing programs. In

this Project, cost/effectiveness is defined as costs of pro-
ducing units of learning divided by units of learning produced- -
since the task of developing sound cost/effectiveness procedures
is a major project in itself, the SPREAD effort will be limited
to developing a prototype plan. The plan will include:

o A set of Assumptions about costs, effectiveness, and
the relationship between the two.

o A list of constraints within which a cost /effectiveness
program must operate.
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o A list of elements of a plan to do cost effectiveness

analysis,

o A list of changes in current school practices in small

rural schools required to implem:,,nt cost/effectiveness.

Dosoljption of the chEracteristics of sites to be used

in developing a cest/effectivenuss procedure.

o A list of specifications of the types of training required.

o A summary rurert, on a pilot analysis of cost/effectiveness.

B. Th,, Gucieok

The SMUT) precedur (m ,del or plan) will bo described and to a large extent

be oporatiomIlly defined in a colle(.tion of documents called a Guidebook. The

Guidebook will:

1. Present the rationale for the cooperative diffusion effort,

the sources of that rationale, related studies, belay mis-

conceptions, answer general questions, etc.

2. Specify the activities, procedure, or operations to be per-

formed by persons or groups holding each of the positions in

the ceoperative effort, including those persons whose task

it will be to make the effort increasingly effective.

3. Include a number of "training packages," one for each

position in the organization.

4. Describe the "formative evaluation" or "corrective feedback"

procedures for:

a.. Checking on and improving the success and ef-

ficiency of each of the persons or groups
occupying each of the positions, thereby

gradually improving the effectiveness of the

cooperative effort as a whole.

b. Making fhe Guidebook intelligible to general

readers.

c. Periodically revising the SPREAD Project itself.

In brief, the formative evaluation strategy is as follows: Each of

the above, e.g., each training package will be first written in

preliminary form, then tried in the field, then evaluated, then re-

vised, and the cycle will be repeated until it has been demonstrated

that a given portion of the Guidebook is effective with members of

tne cooperative effort for whom it was designed. Beyond that point,

revisions will continue to be made, but less frequently.

C. The Training Packages

Each training package will consist of the following four components:

-VA



1. Information 1.1aterials.

a. A brief overview of the entire cooperative diffmion
efort.

b. A !,tatoment of the importanc to the Project as a whole
of the partirular reseonsildlity, role, or potion for
which a given training p(:.cka,je has desigd--why
that position an essential stop in a longer process.

(1) Job descriptions will be develop: in the
system so the duties to be performed will
be demnptrably effective, and

(2) Repeatable

c. Definitions of certain technical concepts which must be
understood as general ouideJines by all: member's of the
difa7Usion organination in order to facilitate communica-
tion, etc. , such terms as "successive approximation,"
"corrective feedback," "formative evaluation," "revision
decisions," etc.

d. A summary of the actual duties to be performed by a per-
son occupying a given position or a member of a work
group.

e. A work schedule, saying what tasks must be performed when- -
what information will be gathered, from what sources, on
what time schedule, in what form it will be reported, to
whom, with what effect, and when. The work schedule will
be used both in training a candidate for a particular
position, and later in guiding his activities on the job.

f. A work record* to be kept and used by each person or
member of a group occupying a given position, and sub-
mitted weekly (?) showing what was done, the time re-
quired, and current estimated degree of success. For
some positions the work record will show that information
was gathered and transmitted. In other instances, where
the communication is assigned the task of persuading the
recipient of this communication to take some action, the
work report will provide for follow-up steps to find out
if the proposed action was indeed taken, and remedial
steps to be token if it is determined that the task was
not completed.

2. "Criterion-Referenced" Tests. These will consist of standardized
observational or examination procedures sometimes in the form of
work samples which will enable the trainer to find out what a
particular candidate for a given position knows about the

-59-

*Footnote: The formative evaluation strategy calls for a number of weekly or
monthly reports of which the work record is one example. It is
assumed that for the most part these reports will consist mainly of
checklists and while they will be comprehensive, they will require
little time to fill in.
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requirements of that pogition Moro trainim-2 at particular
points during trainim), at comply ti of training, and on
the job. The examinations will tc-t the candidate's knowl-
edge of the beic guidelines, cow-opts, and dtdiled pro-
cedures rulateng Lo his job at three levels of understanding:

a. His ability to tell--to define or desexihe verbally.

b. flis ability to observe- to differenUate between
correct and incorrect examples, to fi nd new exaiiplee
of consistent actions in his daily experience.

c. His ability to do--to apply the guidelines and con-
cept', to his job; actually to carry out specified
operations and appropriate contingency plans.

For training, something in the may of performance tests will be
needed. For on-the-job follow-up, work reports; will be used.

3. Instructional Procedures. These will consist of specifications
of how and when the informational materials and tests will he
used, and of additional learning exercises to be either self-
administered, or administered by the trainer.

a. The trainer will tape record his training sessions
and this tape, or a copy of it, will become a part
of the record and will go to the person responsible
for initiating formative evaluation, a mcnitor or
observer.

b. The trainer will follow a guide sheet which will pre-
scribe the following training sequence: Pretest;
presentation of informational material, to be read by
candidate prior to training cessions; a check test;
trainer-guided instruction for remedying gaps in a
candidate's knowledge and misconceptions, as revealed
by check test; retest; further instruction where re-
quired; retest; follow-up reports from the job and
additional instruction and retesting, if necessary.

c. The trainer will keep a log in which he will report
the time required for the various training steps; any
difficulties encountered, such as unclear instructions;
unexpected reactions from trainees such as emotional
outbursts, verbal attack; any improvisations he needed
to make, noting which were useful. The trainer will
also present his suggestions for improving the
materials or the training materials.

4. Formative Evaluation Materials. These will include some of the
already mentioned materials, e.g., the examinations and work re-
ports, and in addition, they will include evaluation forms to be
completed by each candidate. The candidate will answer the
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following qufr:stions obout each part of the training process,
and eoch roponsibility, operation, procedure of the job
itself:

a. it interec,ting? How could it h,e made more in-

teresting?

b. At !!:hot points was it difficult? How might it be
made less so?

c. Were diractions clear? now might they be improved?

What changes in the process would result in the
saving of time or an increase in satisfaction or
efficiency?

D. The Pevkion Process

1, Training Pael:ages. After a training session or field tryout, the
monitor or observer will:

a. Administer the candidates' evaluation forms.

b. Collect from the trainer the trainer's tape(s) and
trainer's log.

c. Listen to and "code" the training tape. He will use a
prepared coding sheet which will parallel the trainer's
guide sheet. Both the trainer's guide sheet and the
coding sheet will list the steps the trainer is expected
to follow, the questions he is to ask, acceptable answers,
concepts he is to teach, etc. As the monitor listens to
the tape, ho will make a series of tab marks on his coding
sheet, one for each of the trainer's verbalizations
placing that tab mark in the appropriate space on the
coding sheet to show whether it was the verbalization
called for by the instructional plan, or an improvisation.

d. After the coding has been completed, the monitor will
then fill out the monitor's report form, which will show
the number, percentage and kind of errors which occurred
during training, e.g., by kind of errors is meant such
things as improvisations inconsistent with the guidelines,
failure to complete all steps, changing the sequence of
steps, etc. The monitor's report will list his own sug-
gestions for improvements to be made 3n a training procedure,
and will summarize suggestions made on trainer's log and
candidate's evaluation forms. He will also suggest im-
provements in his 11,onitoring procedure.
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e. The monitor will participate with project director,
trainer, and the project evaluator in an evaluation
or "debriefing" session in which the ,u,mary of re-
ports will be prcsented and discussed, changes in
materials and training procedures considered, decisions
made, etc.

2. Other Sections of the Gi)i,ebook. Sections of the Guidebook not
consisting of training packages will be evaluated by mans of
pretests and post te:As to be celA:)leted by selected roadorc and

forwsrded to project dirocter. This information will be used to

determine f readers in fact learn from the Guidebook. In addi

tion, the readers will provid,:, n.'ormation about their interest
level, the extent they v:ore challenged to perform successfully,
unanswered questions, and the like.

3. SPREAD Project as a whole. The project director will, from

time to time, (how often?) present sections of the Guidebook
to (whom?) other members of Colorado, Utah, and Washington
State Departments of Education, to selected local eductional
leaders, and staff of other diffusion agencies for criticisms
and suggestions.

In addition the Project's effort will be surveyed pn'iodicaliy by representatives
of the U. S. Office of Education, the SPREAD Advisory Committee, the Policy Board,
and professional organizations.

. E. Parallel Stnffing

A standard practice in selecting state agency and rural school district per-
sonnel for a cooperative effort will be the assignment of at least two people to
each of the roles and responsibilities in the model. Because of the importance of
interactions between people in the communications network, the assignment of a
second person to the same responsibilitywho will act as a replacement in the case
of the unavailability of the person with the prime responsibility. For purposes
of formative evaluation, this second person will also act as a devil's advocate
challenging and questioning the person with the prime responsibility and verifying
that he has, in fact, accomplished those procedures outlined in the Guidebook.
Both of these people will receive the same training program and the second, while
not as continually and deeply involved, will receive periodical briefings by the
person with the prime responsibility as to actions taken, problems encountered,

successes and the like. It is in these briefings that the second person will
verify against the Guidebook the actions of the person with the prime responsi-
bility.

F. Next Stets

1. Time schedule for preparation and tryout of training packages.

a. Order in which packages will be developed--completion dates.

b. Field testing sites--dates.

c. Revision sessions.
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G. Suvnary

The seven categories of Formative Evaluation data are:

a. In about the usefulne of tiv Guidebook. js the Guldbook
contont readable 6.nd does teach peciAo something they do n:Jt alroady

know? ques-Fons arc:

(3) What doe's; it say?

(2) 1E it saying something now to you?
(3) DD you aWC:0 with it?
(4) Can you do That is called for in this process Guidebook?

The data gathering measures consist of pretest, post test, tear out check

list and an interview.

b. Informainn about the effectiveness of the training prenrams. Do the

training packages (programs) rjet people to function differently and
eventually successflly, so they can perform the role? The data gathering
measures consist of pretest, post test, and role-playing experiences judged

by lists of criteria given to the observer. In addition, the observer
verifies that persons are acting out in reality the role they played suc-
cessfully.

c. Information about the comnitment and_planning of those trained to carry
out_procedures. Are people becoming committed to the roles they were

trained for? Not only do they understand, but they believe in what they

are doing. This is formative evaluation on the actions of the people

trained.

d. Information about the success of actions taken. Check to see if people

assigned to roles actually carry out these roles. Types of evidence

gathered are:

(1) Direct observation by the observer of completed actions
and the existence of tangible products such as a written
agreement, memo, list, or a note about a phone call, and
the agreements reached°

e. Information about revising the Guidebook. Plans for correcting role
definition based on field observation. These would be formative evaluation
used in revising the Guidebook, the descriptions of roles within the Guide-
book, and the procedures carried out by the persons performing these roles.
Types of information to be collected would be collected by the observer and
the diffusion manager in debriefing sessions. It would consist of answers

to questions such as:

(1) What did you do? Is that what it said you would do in the
Guidebook? What problems did you encounter along the way?
How might we change the procedures to prevent the problem
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recurxing another time? How much til:;e did you invest in
the activity and now mollt that be cut down another time?
Mat did you imp.7ovise (Mlat did you do that you wc.re not
asked to do but is consistent with what you were asked to
cl)? Wnat suggestions for improvIng the training can you
make? That additional sug9cr,tions for improving the
tralning can you make? ne,t additional training would you
11Lo to have If you were to repeat this activity another
time?

(2) It also would include information on the internal con-
sistency of .1nguage and procedure withn the rc,,Nritten
Guidehook.

f. Informed; lon Theut success of the new nrantice and rr,,c:odures.
1.crmative evaluation on the oolAinn.ing ifr,provd practice or procedures. It

is information usually collected by the internal, change agent (principal).
Types of information collected are: Problems in the continued Inc of the
improved practice. Remedial actions taken to solve these problems. Changes
in the table of organization, job descriptions, allocation of resources, and
policy decision making that tend to insure the success of the improved
practice. The internal change agent reports the information to the School
Improvement Committee for modification decisions and eventually to the dif-
fusion manager so that the history of that project and improved practice
can be summarized.

g. Information about modifying and i=roving_the_SPREADoperations. Formative
evaluation of Project SMEAD's project management. Types of information to
be collected are:

(1) Feedback sheets to documents.
(2) Reactions of Advisory Committee members.
(3) Analysis of the PERT's, the required redrawing (analysis of

slip in schedule) for planned field activities.
(4) Information from people playing roles in one of the field

efforts (debriefing interview information about the in-
adequacies of the process).

(5) Data about the information requested by the Policy Board
or individual Chief State School Officers and their re-
actions to recommendations of the Project Director as
they affi-;t the decisions made by the Policy Board about
subsequent operations and commitments.

(6) Information from the site visitors, the review team, and
the reaction from the U.S.O.E. Regional Program Officer.

Questions about the formative evaluation design. Who collects what kind of
information about which seven formative evaluation categories, in the form
of which measures, how often, and gives them to whom?

For example: Garth Sorenson designs a design, observer is
trained to collect the various kinds of information on
supplied forms. He collects these typical types, plus others,
about the seven categories and gives that information to the
diffusion manager on these schedules. As a result, the
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Diffusion :1::ni..,ger conwn: the fonowing people in each
case (diffnrc,nt in each case) and makes these types of

decisionF,

H. Defini ti ion`_ .

a Evalu;.ition is .L]-1 process of ascertaining the decision to he made, selecting
re3q.ed inform' Alen, and collecting and onaly.4:ing in-;ormation in order to

report ,,..,ummary d:Jta useful to decision mkors in selecting among alternatives.
This definition is based on the following assumptions:

(1) Evaluat5on is a process of gathering information. Past
definitions of evaluation are inadequate since they do
not cover the full ranee of needed activities. These
definitions have equated evaluation with either measure-
mwt and testing, statements of congruence between per-
formance and objectives, or professional judgment. None

of these definitions by itself is sufficient to provide all
the necessary information or to include the multiplicity of
activities now regarded as evaluation..

(2) The information collection in an evaluation will be used
mainly to make decisions about an alternative course of
action, rather than being employed in some other fashion.
Thus, the manner in which the information is collected,
as well as the analysis procedures, must be appropriate
to the needs of the decision maker. This requirement
might necessitate quite different analyses than that which
might be employed if -the purpose,was understanding the
education process 12s so.

(3) Evaluation information should be presented to the decision
maker in a form that he can use effectively and designed to
help rather than confuse or mislead him.

(4) Different kinds of decisions may require different kinds of
evaluation procedures.

b. Evaluation - subjective judgment applied to data revealed by repeated
measurement of an educational phenomenon. May be thought of as being

two types:

(1) Formative Evaluation: Using data collected on a continuing
basis during product or project development to guide modifi-
cation of procedures or components for the purpose of immedi-
ate improvements.

(2) Summative Evaluation: Reporting comparative data when an
activity is completed for purposes of summary and documentation.



APPFTDIY F

Su; nary Outline of the Seci*ication for the Chptcrs in the Guidehool:, "A
Guidebook to Orgnninq Cooperative Efforts to Improve Small Rural Schools."

CHAPTER T Noy' TC1 11.1 THIS GU'ID..-PC\DK

How th Guideel: is organd -- how it is to ho used dr..velcpntal c.opy-
right to b.-, c:stabb5,h::d to inclu'Je content, case studie5, pertinent
literatw:,:, and grchi!-:, dr:.t.ption of an ideal rural school rid an ideal
state diii acrncy.

CHAPTER How s.."): RURAL 1/,TRc'TFHTS ARE ICCC:vTLI!::,HD

A. INEORMATIN ALP APPROPRYATE IMPROVED PRACTICES

The Six-State Educational information Retrieval Center and linkages to other
networks -- the cohNittee for sifting of improved practices -- and, the concept
of local organizational self-renewal.

B. SEA DIFFUSION LINKAGE AND COMMUNITY ORIENTED CHANGE PROaSS

Havelock's Guidebook to :Innovation Project SPREAD Diffusion Model --
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratories Community Oriented Change Process.

CHAPTER TIT HOW AGENCIES JOIN TOGETHER TN PRCGRAMS OF SHAH SCHOOL. RURAL
IMPROVINT

Influence vs. control model -- organizational self renewal at both levels ---
planned educational improvement --- successive approximation -- corrective feedback --
and the uniqueness of the rural setting.

CHAPTER IV HOW LOCAL DISTRICTS, WHO ARE READY VOLUNTEER TO FORM A PARTNERSHIP
WITH Cii-iR AGENCIES

Criteria by which districts nominate themselves -- priorities by which
districts are selected -- contractual commitments of LEA's and SEA's.

CHAPTER V HOW STATE AGENCIES ASSIST LOCAL DISTRICTS TO ACHIEVE READINESS TO
VOLUNTEER FOR PARTnRSHIPS.

Formation of diffusion linkages -- use of trios -- preliminary training in
the school improvement process.

CHAPTER VI ORGANIZING THE AGENCIES FOR A COOPERATIVE EFFORT

A. ANALYZING PAST DIFFUSION EFFORTS OF THE SEA

Analysis of past diffusion practices -- study of organizational and structural
changes required to activate and maintain a diffusion function -- cost effectiveness --
cost benefit.
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B. ORGAN1L16 iHji SEA 16 FACILITATE AND MAINTAIN THE DIFFUSICN FUNCTION

Proect SPREAD DIffu:jon M.Hol -- Ron Dnvelook`s linkage perspect5ve -- the
SEA ol.c3aned on th ba,:As of :'.cLool impv:,vemont functions vs. an SEA organi2cd
on h:ls of tiject matter, ::.rntent, and srocia3 program;.

Cl APYL:P VII CRC)=1N'T.; AND nAl.:.NG TH SEA SUPPC-iT TEAM

Role and roloti,-,nships cr)nultant role vs. the change agent role --
rolation,,h1p; chooing, acceptance, self-renewal, (Ron
Havelec) trainrg programs and trainor manuals.

CHAPTD? T113 2\ND LO.";AL IT:PROVNT FIELD TEAM

Field coordlnotor as the outside change agent -- local a&linisirative leader
as the insdu chong,,, technical as,.,.LLance consultant as the outsdc, change
agent -- lor,a1 stai; as the inside change agent community oriented change process
and the community eil-nted change team -- Formative Evaluation Plan for Project
SPREAD and the oberver's role -- user's manual and training programs.

CHAPTER TX DEVF.UPIHG THE ROLES CF THE F;EA SUPPORT. TEAM

Training, retraining, self-corrective feedback, formative evaluation --
revision of training programs.

pHAPTER_X DEVELOPING THE RCN'S OF THE LeCAL IMPROVEM77:NT FIELD TEAM

Training, training programs; revision of training programs; formative
evaluation -- form,itive evaluation observer -- parallel staffing and monitoring
roles -- revision of training programs.

CHAPTER Xi BRIEFING THE TEAMS TO THEIR ROLES

Tear out chapters to the Guidebook -- one day awareness workshops --
one-day orientation sessions -- support efforts, incentives, and reinforcements.

CHAPTER XTI GATHERING INFORMATION ABOUT FIELD EFFORTS

Collection schedules and methods -- obserter's repoas -- cost effectiveness
data -- student attitude and achievement data -- diffusion manager's responsibility
for supervision.

CHAPTER XII]. EVALUATING AND REVISING THE SUPPORT AND FIELD EFFORTS

Formative Evaluation Plan for Project SPREAD (evaluation for the purpose of
improvement and revision) -- to provide for local self-renewal -- to improve
products, to revise roles, and to change procedures -- revision of priorities and
goals of SEA and LEA.

CHAPTER XIV EVALUATING AND REVISING THE PROJECT SPREAD MODEL

Self-corrective mechanism and Formative Evaluation Plan for Project SPREAD.



CHAPTI'R XV EVALUATING A!!D REVISING TI T. GUNT.Pa.

Col.rectivo feedback iomo succoive approx:mation manogenent of dif-

fu5Aon offortE

CHPPTER XVI EVALUATINC5 in.) REVISING Ti F !URLAT: VE EVALUADCN HMD175URhS

CHAPTERXV:g VD INSTITUT1ONALI7 THE 11TRCAT PRCYja3
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F

GLOSSAPY

There orc: .rms and p:.-ues in the pul.lications of Pf0j0C SPREAD

which may need to be clard f r..r m,iximum undcv,.tanding. TL,o are posented

1. COOPF1V.,'. DIFFU:JM PROC,-..D=
dikint:cn proced.iros (Etrat,,,9ies) dewleped using Project
SPR,20 1,1Lhod- 1.:nich will bo describ?d in detail in the

Guidenh.

2. COOPPAT)v',' FFFMTS
program development or modification by schools, dli-Aricts, and
educational agencies which arc mutually developed and
achieved.

3. DIFFUSMN
total process of implementing the spread of educational innova-
tions. The process involws information consumption, social
interaction, and behavioral change through which on innovation
is incorporated into an individJal, a group, or a system. The

diffusion process includes the ten sub-processes of 1) dis-

seminction, 2) demonstration, 3) adoption, 4) adoption modifica-
tion, 5) invent] on, 6) implementation, 7) evaluation, 8) sust:Aning
support, 9) institutionalixation, and 10) internalization of the
self-renewing process.

4. EVALUATION
subjective judgment applied to data rendered by repeated
measurement of an educational phenomenon may be thought of as
being of two types:

1. Formative Evaluation. Using data collected on a
continuing basis during program or Project develop-
ment to guide modification of procedures or com-
ponents for the purposp of immediate improvements.

2. Summativa Evaluation. Reporting comparative data
when an activity is completed for the purposes of
summarization and documentation.

5. IMPROVED PRACTICES
programs or activities in a school in which measurably better
student self-image, attitude, or performance is evident.

6. INNOVATION
a new (or different) concept, methodology, organization, or
program that'is systematically introduced into the classroom,
school system, and/or the state. For the purpose of this
study, an innovation is defined as an approach or program
perceived as new by the individual or system.

7. INSTITUTIONALIZE
when a function, program, or practice is accepted as "belonging"
so completely that it is not commonly thought of separately.
Often institutionalized programs are referred to as the "
program, (example: Colorado Springs Program.)
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JOINT EFFORT
the effort of the three ..lates in the Projectdistinguished
from cooperative effort of schools, districts, and other
agencies in program development or modification.

9, MODEL
a graphic or wrhal roprosentat!Lon of a complex phenomenon, so
as to display its totality as well as the releeino,...s of por-

ticn of the whale. In Pro:loct SPREAD, the Model will he a
lepre::,entation of the curent werkina structure to accomplish

hy cooperative efforts.

10. NEEDS LSSESSMENT
a routine, formalized, ongoing process to determine whether or
not there are discrepancies between that which the policy makers
and individuals in the organization believe ought to be and wna
is found to he. Any discrepancies found are described as needs.

11, SELF -1 EN'
in a person, the ability to be self-motivating and self-actualizing.
When applied to a system, it correctly would be stated as "ever
renewing" or a system that provides for its own continuous renewal.
The self-renewing organizations provide a framework within which
continuous innovation renewal and rebirth can occur. In Project
SPREAD, the operational definition is achieved when all the roles
performadby outside agencies (0 through #10) are being performed
in the local district by local persons. Thus, making the small
rural school more rational, planful, evaluative, and self-
actualizing.

12. SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATION
a developmental process for achieving, an ultimate goal through a
series of smaller improvements or refinements of portions of the
phenomenon under development. A logical-deductive, analytical
breakdown of the total entity into smaller improvable portions.
Experiments and developmental operations are applied to each.
abandoning unsuccessful efforts and maximizing the investment in
those processes and products for which evidence indicates success.
In Project SPREAD, both the Model and Guidebook will be developed
in this manner.


